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I. IMTSODUCTIM 
lith the advent of atomic power, •stiich is often conceived as 
b©ii^  fttrniahftd by a a»tal £wmm& btirning metal fuel, a major surge 
of renewed interest ha® been escperienced in physical metallurgy, 
$JL^ ov^ h there ere amy instunces nftiere an alloy ^ steia has been 
investigated purely out of academic interest, research on metals and 
alloys is enh«iced hj a e«aercial need for useful materials. Accord­
ingly, the aetaHurgical literature of the first half of this century 
is dofflinated by alloys of such »t«0.s as iron, copper and aluiBintim, 
Howiver, the in^ ex of usefulness for power generating materials must 
now irwslud® nuclear as well as other properties} md so the currwit 
literature has been infiltrated idth alloys of such laboratory curi­
osities as airconiua, vanadiua, thorium aiKi uranium. Titanium and 
niobium have also assumed gdded significance. 
physical and chemical properties of an allqy are hardly pre­
dictable frora the nature of the ptire compcwients. This has necessarily 
led to the seetmulatim of large amounts of data in the trial and 
error search for desirable materials. However from nuclear considerai-
tions, it is strictly time that an alloy is no better or worse than 
the sua of its com^mmts since alloying oar chemical combination will 
not affect th® nuclear properties of the elements involved. Hence, a 
list of promising alleys elm be quickly con?)iled from a nuclear view­
point, and t!i» s^terns miy be then eliminated one by one inflien experi-
2 
»entaticm has shown that there is littl® hope of improvir^  upon the 
phyaioal and chealeal properties of the parent metals. 
Hias© diagraw are useful in sumaarizing some of the data col-
l®ct®d in the search for new and better alloys and can even serve as 
a rough guide for their treatment and behavior. Hast of the phase 
diagrams of the promising binary systems of light metals have been 
thoroughly investigated with the exception of the aluaiinuat-vanadium 
system, fliis is rather surprisii^  in view of the elementary proper­
ties of these two astals. 
Of all the CfflBiaereially important metals which entered the atomic 
era, only alufflint» has been extensively eaplayed in the internal 
structtir® of 6t<Mlc reactors. The physical properties of aluiainTiHi are 
well kn0wi| but in addition to these, it has a low capture cross sec­
tion for thermal neutrons (1) and also for fission neutrons (2). 
Then too, vanidiua is an excellent structural material for fast 
reactors (3), Its high melting point, ease of fabrication, and duc­
tility Bdght be sufficient recomendationi but, what is more signifi­
cant, van«diu» has m absorption cross-section of about 2.2 millibams 
for effective energy neutrons of 1 mevj the lowest cross-section of 
any oetal in the first transition series*. The ductility of vanadium 
®Gorrtspondingly, % has 0.60 millibarns and A1 has O.UO railli-
borns. Be is considered to be too brittle for general use, and A1 
is the last structural wtsl to have a harmful moderating effect 
which diainishts with increasing atomic weight. Hence, alusainuffl 
and vmsdiua suggest mi alloy of highest tolerable moderating effect 
and lowest possible cross-section {fast neutrons) of all the light 
oetals. 
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is stich that th# ptar© ®®tal can be formed into bsra, sheets, wires 
and rods with existing techniques) in addition, it has an elastic 
modulus-density ratio practically ©quivslent to that for steal (U). 
finally, the abundance of vanediusa ia the earth's crust is equal to 
that of coi^ sr, ainc aid lead combined (5). 
fherrfoar©, it would appear highly profitable to investigate the 
phase relatlms of the alu^ iiinua-vmadium system paying particular 
attentioi to those alloys which appear to have soae significance for 
the atoaic enerfy prc^ rs*. 
k 
II. ElfIKi OF THS LITERAfURE 
A. Historical Surrey 
1, IstaHogsraptior 
fh© littrmture dealing -with lAte sltjailn,ua»-vRna£iiuiB system is 
M®49ger and contrMictoiT'. In order to evaluate the repcarted results, 
it ia necessary to refer to a table of the theoretical compositions 
of possible int«mfBetalllc ccH^ ounda as shown in Table 1, The 
system is by m mms this eomplicated, but most of these formulae 
have & literary existence or m analogue in a similar system and 
heace will b® jwntioned occasionally below. 
In 1902, latignon miA lonnet (6) studied the grain-refining 
effect of vanadiu® upm aluminum-copper allc^ sj it was mentioned in 
passing that a residue was isolated by chemical means from an 
&luminua*Taaadiu« alloy containing 76.9 per cent vanadium. This 
residue had approsEimately the c<»|>osition Al? but the details of 
this work are not available. 
About ten years later, Caako (7) investigated a series of 
alloys which were prepared by the aluadno-thermic reduction of vana­
dium pentOKide. He found that alloys containing less than 10 per 
cent vmadiuia (by weight) were aalleable. The hardness rapidly 
increases (tO to 2$ per cent vanadium alleys could be pulverized 
easily) end re«©hes a majdmaa at about 53 P®r cent vwiadiua. 
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With the Mdition of still asre vanMiim, the alloys become softar 
and th® polished sections beeoae free of the troublesoae cavities 
eneotHiteiwi with the high aluadmrn alloys. 
Table 1. Theoretical Phase Coaposition 
Foraalae ft, per cent venadiua 
llt.65 
21,23 
23.9li 
27.1il 
32.08 
38.62 
it 5.55 
.^25 
55.73 
61.72 
65.itO 
79.10 
Gaako reported ftirther thf^ t an all*^  c (Attaining 1 per cent by 
weight of vmMi«a in alujalnuM, contained crystale of an intermediate 
alaaintan-vanaditm phase, the swsunt of nftiich iacreased with increaeing 
'rmaditt® content tmtil th® 3it.5 per cent vanaditm alloy consisted 
Alg? 
AljV 
UjV 
S"!. 
Kiel's 
m 
m. 
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slaiost entirely of this new phase. Bf treatment of this last men-
timed alloy and also a 30 per cent venMiua alloy with dilute 
hydrochloric acid, crystals containing 37•9 P©r cent vanaiium were 
isolated, m alloy of 53 per cent vsnwiiua also proved to be 
microscopically hoaogeneoas with A second intermediate phase. Pron 
an tU^  of 58.3 per cent vannditm, saall cirystsls with 6li..8 per 
cent vanadiaa eould be isolated. And finally, the alloy contain-
ii^  79.3 per cent vsnediua was also a single phase which Caako 
smggeated was Alfg, 
Schiriaeister (8) stadied the technically iaportmt effects of 
the addition of some twenty metals, including V8nadium,to comjaer-
cial alufflinum. It was reported that «a attempt was m»ie to measure 
the hardness of these various alloys, but the original article is 
not available for ex«inatioa. However, the work of Caako and Schir-
M»ist@r was incorporated by Corson (9) into the probable phaae dift-
grm shown in Figure 1. Then too. Puss (10) reviewed the work of 
Schirsjeister and quoted him m saying that the 3 per cent vanadium 
alloy does not shrink or pipe and that alloys containing more thiai 
3 per cent vanidiua swell on freezing. Sehirmeister found it quite 
difficult to alloy sluainua with vanadium} this experience was con-
firaied Fuss and also by the present work. In testii^  the physical 
properties of his coiamercial alundnuu^ -vsnadiuai alloys, Sehirmeister 
ei^ loyed a 2 per cent vanadium sheet which was annealed at 300-350®Gi 
he reported a tensile strength of 17,000 to 18,5CX) p.s.i. with «n 
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elongation of 27-28 per cent end a Brinell hardness of 35. 
In his Sttpplementary inveatigetion. Fuss (10, p. 1?2) found 
that the micros true tures of aluminua-Tanadluja alloys were similer 
to ©Immiaua-iron, aluminuat-aanganese, and alumnuia-molybdenura 
allcya. fanaiima showed no apparent solid solubility in aluaii-
mm and a eutectic was found to exist in the system. 
Ill© solid solubility limit has been obtained by an mknown 
worker (11) «ho measured the conductivity of aliajainum containing 
small amounts of •vtoadiuiH. In abstract of a research raemorandixm 
froffl the A.F.C. (French Altiainua Company) shows that vanediusi lowers 
the conductiidty of aluiaiaum, th« effect being proporticMial to the 
aaoont of vsnadium up to 0.65 per cent vanadium by weight which ia 
the solid solubility liiadt. fnfortunately, no he at-treatment data 
are available. 
loth (12) made a thorough study of the solid solubility of 
vanadim in aluainuia by employing lattice constant measurements and 
ccmductiTity data (Figures 2 and 3), He found the solubility limit 
to b© 0.37 weight per cent vanadium at 630°C, and this value remained 
unchanged at 5>00, 350# and 200®C. His alloys were prepared by melt­
ing ptire slufflinua and a 2.5 P®r cent master alloy in graphitej the 
alloys "Uius prepared contained as impurities a maxissum of 0.006 per 
cent iron and 0.005 per cent silicon. 
fhe eoi^ ound Al^ f was found to have a tetragonal type of crystal 
structure and the lattice constants were measured by Brauer (13). 
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Pig, 1 ~ Probable Phase Msgra,® of Al-V Sjstem 
(Coraoi (8, p. 135)) 
K«>t <I»t T«'mp 
it \ on \ ainuliutn in AltimmlttliT' 
riit'Tsju liiinc-x .-t fMlm ti MiH'h Miif <iif n.»r 
7 
5 
1$ 
OluhtempfnjturSJC' Qhjhdauer ff Tagt 
^""o m m t3 a* ts VanaiHum in At.-X 
ild 11. Abhdngigkeit der Gitterkonstaiit^ -n 
vom Vanadiumgehalt 
£instelliing des Gleichgewiehtes 12 Tagi 
bzw. 360°, bzw. 500'^  ancolrtsserieii \ 
Pig. 2 - Lattice Constents 
of Altrainiffl Alloys 
(Roth (11, p. 358)) 
Gluhtemperatur: 630 
wakhart SSfunden Z't 5 Tage 7« 
Uluhdauer 
Fig. 3 - Conductivity of 
AltJuninum Alloys 
(Roth (11, p. 357)) 
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The alloys wer® pr«pared the redmction of vanMiua pentoxide 
wllsla part sluaintm in cryolyte under M^ on. The crystals were 
sepertted froa a® alloy containing 10 per cent vanadium \iy slowly 
disitlvlEig the idlc^  in dilute, warm hydrochloric acid. The 
crystals so obtsined analyzed to give 36.? per cent vanadiua. 
landolfo (lit) p^ lii^ ed no experimental data but did show a 
Micrograph of « coiawreial aluaiatna-Traaadim master alloy which con-
tidned 2,h P« c®nt vanaditia, 0.li2 per c(Kit silicon ami 0.56 per 
cent ir<m. In this picture, he identified five phases asi Al^ ?, 
11^ ?, (Al»Fe»Sl), laid elumimm solid solution. This would 
indieste that the low-vanaiiun porticm of the system resembled the 
alufflAnua-chroaim or alurainuffl-ittanganese system, but he did not indi­
cate the extent of his experi»ntal wmrk, 
2. Cowyoial applications 
There have been a few coawercial applications of altuninum-vanai-
diua alloys, toveatigation Clark (15) into the effect of vana­
dium in causii^  resistance to fatigue, increased elcragation, and 
improved homogeneity in the nm-ferrous field has shown that 2 per 
cent vanaiium in alurainuffl materially increases both the hardness and 
strength of aluoinuia. A k per cent vanadim alloy is strong enough 
for structural purposesj a 10 per cent vansiiu® alloy is used to stif­
fen the fraaework of airplanes, piston rings, gearboxes, and elec­
trical equipiaeat (16). Alleys containing up to 10 per cent vanai-
diT» are malleable, and the binary allc^  known as "veaialium" being 
10 
3 p©? ctiit heitfier than aliMiiwm, is stroi:^ , haard, and corrosioiv-
resistsuftt. M11QJ& contidniE^  about 63 per cent vanidium are hard 
and vsry resistant to acids. 
In addition to the above-aentioaed uses Eborell (17) has showi 
that v®a«dittffi is a powerfial grain refiner ishen added to aluminum in 
qttmtities up to l.S per centj vsnadium also has a grain-refining 
effect on aluainam-copper alloys and renders them susceptible to 
heat teeetaent (11, p. k72). 
B. Disc.m8si0n of Beported Work 
In stfflioary# it lAght be pointed out that only in the case of 
the highs»8l«»inii« portion of the aystea has ai^  serious investi­
gation been undertaken, aisd the results are not conclusive, Caako's 
(7, p. Hil) original work showed a aicrogreph of an all<^  containing 
1 per cent vanadium in whieh white crystals imre scattered uniformly 
throughout a gtej aetrlx. The white crystals, which he identified 
as Al^ ?, made up abwit 15 per cent of the area. This jKsns that 
either the picture was not representative of the alloy, or else the 
white crystals contained far less vanadium than Al^ V. The reason 
beir^ , of course, that the ifeite crystals cannot contain more than 
the total amount of vansdium in the smple. 
Th® sfflie criticism can be raised about Roth's (12, p. 3?7) micro­
graphs of the alloys uwd to determine nftiat he asstMwd to be the 
solubility Unit of in aluMnuia. It is interesting to note 
u 
that if Both ©nnealed his alloys at 630^ 0 for lU deys, then accord­
ing to fcaiolfo (Ik, p, U8), his »ierostrnetare should have shofwn 
crystals of Kljf siirroandsd by a astrix of aluiairHim solid-solution. 
Bien too, Br«uer (13f p. 208) obviously had no knowledge of Sfon-
dolfo's work for he slowly cooled a 10 per cent vanadium alloy from 
1200®G in order to obtain aingle ciystals of Al^ V, 
Perhftps it is pertinent to say that the existence of Al^ V is 
fairly well estsblish«dj the existence of Al^ ? and Alj^ ? has been 
pointedly ignored ty all investigators save Mondolfo, who publi^ ed 
no dat® and worked with alloys containing relatively large amounts 
of iron and siliconi and ths existence of sny further compoiuids is 
imcertain* 
For @®sy reference the pertinent infomation compiled from the 
literature survey is presented in tabular forms 
0. teraary of Pertinent Facts 
Ifelting Points 
A1 6i 60.2°C 
750 
90 
1725 {1935) 
1780 {lSk9) 
1899 (1951) 
¥ 
f 
Senslty 
f 
A1 
kl 
2.6978 (25°C) 
2.695 (X-ray, 25®C) 
3.68 
5.96 
(1938) 
(1935) 
12 
Grystallograpl^  
A1 - F.C.C.} ao = li.OUm i. 
s 3.0338 1. . 
Alf - P.C.TTI 5J S 5*33h AJ = 8.305 A. 
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III. SOTOCS CF mXEHIALS 
A* Aluninua 
B®c«ws® it c«tains a large aaount of iron and silicon, ordi­
nary cojwaarcial aluiainua is not suitable as a starting material for 
equiliteima studies. Since 1925* when ©lectrolytically refined 
altifflinm b®e«a» STailabl® (18), mmy anomoliea appearing in litera-
tttr© of binary altialnmm aHqys can be credited to ttie fact that soma 
inveatigators wer® using aluainmat of extremely high purity while 
others *ere not. Hence, a standard has been laid down (19) Kiftiereby 
the aini»Q« puzlty for aluminum used in equilibrium studies shall 
be 99»99 peJ* cent, and the other metals used for the work shall be the 
purest obtadnabl®. 
tinfortmately, this high purity aluminu® was not available in suf­
ficient quantity for the present work and the following plan had to be 
adopted I Five poui^ s of aassive aluninum, containing a miniinum of 
99«7S per cent alwainum, was obtained from the Aluminua Company of 
America, This aietal was used in the practice preparation of alloys, 
in diffusion samples, end in other studies not critically dependent 
upon purity, Oae pound of aassive aluadnum, containing a minimuffl of 
99,9 per cent aluainu® was obtained from the A, J. Meckfiy Company. 
this aetal was used in the preparation of all samples whose physical 
and ohemiesl properties are reported below. 
Ih 
B. VaaMiim 
It was not poisslble to proour® any large quantity of pure com­
mercial However, one pound of 99per cent venedium was 
obtained from the fflectro-i^ tallurglcal Division of Union Carbide 
»nd Carbon Corporation with sn assay as follows* 
? - 99,S% 0 - 0.036^  H - O.OOlii?^  
M - 0,09$$ C - 0,1^  All Others - 0.10^  
Sine® ymaiiuB reduced in this laboratory ms found to be superior 
in certgdn respects to this ccsMMroial raetsl, the latter was only 
employed in a preliainary siffvey of the system «i in diffusion stud­
ies. 
Th® tees vtogdiuBi, which was used in the preparsticm of the 
final series of alloys, wes prepared by the calcium reduction of 
vanadium pentoxide in a sealed bomb. The method has been standard­
ised and reported by Long (20) and Powers (21). Pure iodine was used 
as a booster and the sources of the materials are as followsj 
Vanadlua pantoxlde C# P. (Vanadium Corporation of America) 
Analysisr SiO^,O.Ol^i ^0,003^f Fe, 0,005^j Alkalies, trace. 
CalciuBi (Ames redistilled) 
Analysis t Fe, Ik ppa.j ^  13 ppa.j N, 100 ppm. 
Iodine U.S.P. XI? resublimed (Mallinckrodt). 
lo quantitative purity of the metal thus produced is available, but 
th® aetal gave a hardness value of Hockwell-B<-67» whereas the commer­
cial vanedium gave Rocicwell-B-97 under similar circuiastances. 
15 
C, Alices 
Aa was ij»ntion®d above, altt3ilnuffl-»van0di\im alloys are quite diffi-
emit to prepay©. Solid venssdium disaalTes extremely slowly in molten 
alumlnvm, and alamiai® has a tendency to distill out of molten vana­
dium. Th#B too above 1000°C, contsadnatioa from the crucible and 
atmosphere becomes a formidable problem for vanadium (22), 
It was only logical then, to turn to arc-®elting as a possible 
Bwsas of avoiding eontaaination. In a laboratory arc-Melting furnace, 
a D. C. are is usually struck between a tungsten electrode and the 
sample, which is resting on a water-cooled copper crucible. The sam­
ple is aelted and cooled quite rapidly, and the entire operation can 
be perfearned in a purified helita or argon atfaoaphere. The product 
is generally a bright Mtallic button which has suffered very little 
contafflination from the furaac©. 
However, in keeping with their seeming incompatibility, aluminum 
and vanMium still offered great resistance to alloying by arc-melting. 
The piece of solid vanadium in the puddle of molten aluiainxim directly 
beneath the arc would sink down to the bottom of the crucible where it 
would remain relatively cool. If too much power were applied to the 
arc, the aluminua would boil av^ } when the button was turned over and 
replied, the vanidium would again sink to the bottom. Haturally, each 
time the sample was reaelted a little more vanadium would dissolve in 
the aluminua and if this alleging by attrition is continued long 
enough a homogeneous sample will be produced. 
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To inanire « ascroseopicslly tmifora saaple and, at th® same time, 
to pre?ent the tiae consttaptioa from being exorbitant, the following 
procediire was Mopt«d for th® preparation of the final series of 
alleys» Th© al«intim and vmsditta samples, not exceeding a combined 
iwight of ten graas, wer® 8rc-a«lted and flipped four or five times. 
The resulting sllqys, in th© coaposition range of i^ O to 80 per cent 
by weight vsnMium, proved to be too brittle to cold work and niere 
ea^ loysd in the arc-a®lted c(»bination. Th© rest of the alloys were 
cold-pressed after arc-iaelting ndth a reduction of from 30 to 6o per 
cent. In the cojapositim range of 0 to 30 per cent vanadium, irtiere 
segregation of the v«i€diua proved to be unusually troublesome, the 
•^©-.aeltin^  aad oold-wwlcir^  operations were repeated, Saasplea from 
th® entire series of alleys were then cut or broken as needed for 
heat treat»nt, aM X-r®^  or aicroscopic examinstion. Qae of the 
natural disadvantages of awlting such small quantities of metal at 
a tine was that the niMber of tests that could be performed on any 
particular allc^  was liaited. 
It was found that careful attenticm to the loss in -weight, if 
ai:^ , of the allqy upon arc-Mlting eliainated the necessity of chemi­
cal analysis in aa^ y instances. However, in the composition range 
ho to 60 per cent vanadium a rmte but reproducible phenomena occurred 
which m«3e the nominal composition of these alloys uncertain. After 
being flipped two or three times in the arc furnace, the alloy would 
approach a certain critical composition and upon cooling it would 
shatter or even explode with considerable violence. If the explosion 
1? 
OGc«rr«d after the slloy hed solidified (as judged th® shell-like 
appearance of the frsgnents, (se® Figure the alloy was considered 
ttsasblei however, chemical snslysia ires necesssiy since it was impos­
sible to recoir®r all tJie fragments. 
Fig. h -' %•% v«na4iuffl, 
as arc-«elt®d. X 1, 
Table 2 contains a list of the alleys used in this investiga­
tion. Th© cheiaical analyses be taken to be precise to ± 0.5^. 
The nominal co^ositions were obtained by weighing the sample b«fcre 
«Mi after waiting and ascribing exuy loss in weight to a loss in alumi­
num evaporation durir^ aelting. Itoe column marked A. refers to 
the diserepaney between nodnal earaposition and chemical analysis®, 
and the eolum of assigned compositions is composed of nominal com­
positions whemver they were judged to be reliable. In case chemical 
®It be noted that the differences are all positive with an 
average value of about 1 Furthermore, there is no obvious treiad 
in 0 such as a regular decrease with increasing vanadium content. 
T^ le 2. AUqys Ised ia This Work 
Allw 
designation 
Koffilnal 
ec^ Qsitis® 
Chefflieal 
analywia 
inslyst's 
rmiermce 
Are-^ ltt^  
miermmm 
Assigned 
c exposition 
DJK—2""82'—2 
-82-3 
—82-4i 
-82-5 
-82-6 
9,11^ f 
17.3 
31.2 
itO.li 
50.1| 
5.W 
17.8 
30.6 
140.5 
hi. 3 
52.5 
53.2 
M-1-175 
BJ5-3.58 
MS-1-175 
-1-175 
-1-175 
BJK-3-i49 
M3B-1-175 
IWK->a 
BI#-l-Ml?3 
-a95 
-1227 
-M197 
-18226 
6  ^ V 
19 
32 
U2 
5U 
0JK-2-82-7 
-82-8 
—82—9 
-82-10 
65.9 
81.5 
86.2 
93.ii 
62.5 
ai.2 
6ii.8 
81.3 
81.2 
93.5 
M»-1-175 
DJK->55 
D|[-l-3it 
DJi-34i8 
BK-l-3ii 
l)JE-3^ 7 
-3-U5 
B1J'-1-ML92 
-Ba90 
-M189 
-ML^ 
66 
82 
86 
9U 
CO 
DJK-2-106-13 
-106-16 
DJK-it-IiU-lC 
-MJ 
-K 
21.2 
38.7 
32.7* 
36.3* 
38.0 
37.7 
32.2 
35.6 
37.U 
4- 0.5 
+ 0.7 
DK-1-314 
IJB-2-17 
2-17 
DK-l-30 
Blf-2-iy^ 59 
-^62 
-MS28 
-1631 
-^29 
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39 
yz.7 
36.3 
38 
*AllQf3 that did not lose aeterial due to breakage and were weighed before and after saelting. 
Tsble 2, (ContiBaed) 
All«^  
desiga®ti<m 
M(»Binal 
cofflpositism 
Qieslcal 
analysis A Analyst*® refearenc® Arc-^ lting referenee Asrf^ ned c<M^ sition 
DJK4i-44li-!C y%k li7»li Bl-1-30 ? 
-m U2,7* -^ 33 i*2.7 
5l.it DK-1-30 52 
-f® 56.2 52.8 1-30 -^ 6 
-m U6.2 1-30 —MS35 ? 
51,1 irB-2-17 
-MS 78.T* 75.9 t2.8 DK-1-30 -^ 32 78.7 
-K 90.7® -j^ 7 .^7 
1U.3* 12.6 + 1.7 SfiF-2-30 BIJ'-2-il^ 9 lii.3 
-m 17.7* -165k 17.7 
-m 23.8® 23.8 
-m 27.2* -S665 27.2 
ii3.8 ia.9 BIC-1-30 BIf'-2-i653 U3 
-m 57.6 57.1 DK-1-30 -JiS5l 58 
"Mk 66.8 65.5 -^ 1.3 1-30 -MS52 66 
-m 71.6 5^ .6 1-30 -1^  52 
-m 82.2® 81.5 + 0.7 IJ^ -17 -MS62 82.2 
"Mk 86.1* 8U.1 -h2,0 -2-17 -MS57 86.1 
^Alloys tiiat did not lose material due to breakage and were weighed before and after melting. 
Tstele 2. {Contiiitted) 
All^  
designation 
SQrf.a®l 
co^ositioa 
Cheaieal 
analysis A 
Analyst's 
refer^ce 
toG-aeltti^ 
reference 
Assigsied 
ccwpositiim 
o.ii® 0.1 •.-f-0.3 »-g-30 Bar-2-^  ^ 0.1* 
1.6« 1.1 
-f- 0.5 2-30 -^ 75 1.6 
-» 3.5® 2.7 -fO.S 2-^  —^ 61 3.5 
-» 6.3* i>.7 •4*1.6 2-30 -1650 6.3 
-» 10.1* 7.6 +2.5 2-30 -MS59 10.1 
92.5® 91.5 1^ 2-1? B1#-2-MU3 92.5 
-1658 
95.3® 
-1S56 95.3 
-ffi -1155$ 98*6 ro o 
®Alloys that did not lo^ material due to breakage and were weighed before saaMi after ®9ltii^. 
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®a«l;y»ls ia iiaed ia aasigned compositions, one per cent has been arbi-
traerily added to tiie experia®ntal vidue in order to make it agree with 
the noHinal coic^ ositionsj it Is helpful in examining microstructures 
to have all ocBapositioa® referred to the same stmdard. 
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IV. APPAMTOS km MHHODS 
A. Obtaining Thtraial Data 
Sine© th® system covered siKsh a Isrge range of atelting tempera­
tures, it was inevitatol© that seYersl different techniques had to be 
employed for obtaining thermal dat®» The use of a resistance furnace, 
quarts vacuua tulje, and ehrowl-alu®©! themocouple provided the most 
accurate datas but this method was prohibited above 1100®C ly the 
structural limitations of qpartz. The next natural chance in tech­
nique c«a@ at 15(KJ®C, at which point pletinum-rhodium thermocouples 
consistently burn out. Bie final method, and perhaps the most inac­
curate, was the use of an optical -^ rroseter for observing visual signs 
of iMlting in this j^ stes up to 1^ 00®C, Naturally, overlapping data 
were obtained by the three methods, and the results ere in gocKi agree­
ment if it is reaembered that an uncert^ nty of as imch as 25®C 
soMeti»es exists in optical-pyroaeter data, 
A photograph of the ©qoipaent designed specifically for the range, 
to) to lia)®G, is shown in Figure fhe heating wss done by a 2500 
watt electrical resistmce furnace ishich accomodated a 3 inch outside 
diaaeter <partz tube. The power for the furnace was supplied by a 220 
volt powerstat driven by a lodutrol motor. The system was evacuated 
by a 60 liter-per-aecond-cepacity, water-cooled, oil diffusion punip 
and a Welch Duoseal, "HiOO," aechanical backing pump. It was necessary 
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fig. S - fh®rmal toalysia Pymaice. 
to place a D.P.I. Phillips vacuum gauge behind a liquid nitrogen cold 
finger since the presence of alundnuiB vapor would be harmful to th® 
gaug©. The vacuum could alwi^ s be maintained below 0.02 ndcrons, even 
during the initial heating period. 
The procedure was to suspend a 1 inch outside diameter, graphite 
bucket from t rubber stopper at the top of the vacuxia head. A 1 inch 
outside disiseter thorift crucibl® caatiiining the alloy and en alumina 
thermoeo^ l^® protectioaa tube was placed inside the graphite bucket, 
md the *teol® asaeably was suspended in a 2-1 inch outside diameter 
refractory cylinder supported from the bottom of the quarta tube. The 
2li 
•astt&l thtrmocottple «nci differential tiiemocouple comiections were maie 
4a accordanee to recowaended procedore (19» P# 9)* differential 
thermocouple Md® it possible to aesstire acnd, tt the sam time, con­
trol the tea®>©r®.t'Qre gradient from the sample to the qurarta tubej this 
gave » falrlj constant heating and cooling rate and also served to 
sharpen and magniiy the th@r»«l arrests. This differential thermo-
cottple of chrorasl-alaael-chrowl was connected to a Brown Electronik 
circttlsr seal® potentiometer which in tiirn energized the Modutrol 
aotor Mounted on the powerstat. Uie bheraal emf. of the chromel-
aliis®! thersocotiple was measured by a Brow Hectronlk recording strip 
chart potentioffleter of the print-mteeel typej this instrument could 
recsa-d both the temperature and teaperattire gr®iient in the system. 
Hence, the thermal arrests could be detected during a constant rate 
of heating or cooling as described above; or else the powerstat could 
be fixed at a definite voltage, aM the thermal arrests be detected 
during heating or eooMng at constant power in-put. 
It was found convenient to maintain the thermocouple cold-junc­
tions at by weans of the constant temperature oil bath shown in 
figure 5« The chroael-aluawl thermocouple was calibrated with three 
Ml ting point standards (Al, Cu-lg, and Ag) furnished by the National 
Bureau of Standardsi and three or four duplications of each run 
®h0a»d that the thermal arrest of a 10 gram saaple could be measured 
precisely to ± 1®C« 
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B. Annealing the Alices 
The laportanee of obtaining etpilibrim alloys was accentuated 
ty the four perltectic reactions of this system. Even if the parent 
contained no segregation on a macroscopic scffl.le, it was safe to 
afsume that ao alloy in the range of 10 to 60 per cent vanadium was at 
aicroscopic equilibsrlum In the as«<!ast or as-arc-iaelted ccmdition. 
The removal of segregation or comsentretion gradients in the parent 
alloy was described abcrre in the section on alloy preparation} the 
aethod for obtaining equillbriua <m the Hdcroscopic scale will be 
described here. 
Ctoly a small portion (1 to 2 grama) of the cold-worked parent 
allcgr was used te the hope that ai^  remaining c<Micentr8tion gradient 
wouM be removed dtiring ti» annealing run. Ten to fifteen samples 
were placed in two alundu® boats stacked vertically. The seniles were 
vacuum heated in one of several systems typified by the one shown In 
Figure 6. At the end of the prescribed heating period, these saiaples 
were allowed to furnace cool or were quenched in water. Any change 
in weight upm annealing was measured with an analytical balance} a 
loss in weight could be attribitted to evaporation of aluminum,and a 
gain waa assumed to be due to oxidation of the sample. The loss in 
weight obseirved never apfweciably altered the composition, end if the 
apeciaen gained aor® than 0.3 per c«it, it was discarded. Signs of 
»lting or other Irregularities were noted before mounting the specl-
mn for Microscopic examination. 
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Fig, 6 - Typical itoaeaJlng Apparatus. 
fh& vmwm systems employed in annealing esqjeriments (see Figure 
6) were co^ oaed of a quarts tube within the furnace, a diffusicai 
puap with cold trap and a MChsnical fore-pump. The ultimate vacuora 
attained upon long standing was of the order of 0.001 microns and the 
pressure was not allowed to exceed 0»02 aderons during the heating 
cycle. A ktnthal-wouM resistance fuimace was regulated by an elec­
tronic controller •wiilch registered the hot-»junction temperature of 
th© clir<»®l~®luael theraocouple inside the quarts tube. Since it was 
not possible to place the sables in c<mtact with the thermocouple, 
the annealing teaperetwe say not be relied cm to more than i.l0°C, 
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fhe procedtiro far quenching was to a^ rely relieve the vacuum with 
Argon gas «iid qaickly shake the contents of the quartz tube into a 
pan of water. 
A heeting achedule for the alloys used in this work is pre­
sented in Table 3* In view of •&;© long periods of tin® involved. 
Table 3. Annealing fia® for farious Temperatures 
i^ eaching Teiaperattirt fi®8 at Temperature 
1100°C 10 hours 
1000 50 
900 100 
800 200 
800 2U® 
750 275 
710 325 
625 500 
600^  100 
®Pumace-cool@d, not quenched. 
A^nnealed 100 hours ©t 800®C, slowly cooled to 600®C and quenched, 
power fsAlurea constituted a reel atensce and samples were sometimes dis­
carded because they mre too badly ojcidiaed. The total, accumulated, 
running time for all the specimens TS®S in excess of 35,000 hours; 
hence# eoonoi^  dictated that the fullest possible use be made of each 
sample. The life history of a typical aaiaple might include an inves­
tigation of work hardening, annealing and quench-hardening, melting 
and !»cro crystal growbh, microstructure, and finally. X-ray patterns 
In either the solid, powder, or single crystal state. 
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C, Prep®ration of Sesiples for M-croscopic Sxeuuination 
1. Pollshiflg 
The speciaens for Hdcroseopic ©xaaineticaa were usually quite 
small {1 or 2 grams) and were mounted in bakelite plsstic. The grind­
ing was started on a 2U0 grit ssnding dlak and was followed in order 
by ntMljers 320, $00 md 600 grit papers* The seaple was then polished 
oa a soft ciath i^ stl using a suspensian of Linde A polishing com­
pound ia a detergent solution. In the ess® of elites containing less 
than 10 per cent -ransdiuat, the grindin^ -wJieel papers were soaked in 
benaene-psraffin solution and dried. This procedure prevented an 
exoessiTe araouiit of cold worlc and sraesring in the high-aluminum alloy 
range, 
2. ItcMng 
$©Y0r8l different etching procedures were employed., but by far 
the most versatile was the one which employed iameralcai in mixed acids, 
fhe proportions are I 1000 ce, H2O, 2$ ce, HCl (conc,), 10 cc. HNO^  
(octtG.) and $ cc# HP (U8I), the saaple was iwsiersed for 10 seconds at 
25% md rinsed with waterj if necesaery, this etch w®s repeated end 
the progress of the successive etchings was observed under the micro-
scop®. TM.S etch proved satlsfectoiy in all cases where it was not 
necessary to bring out the grain bouMeries of the phese, {?), or dis­
tinguish between the phases, (Al) end <<(A1-V), ftase terainology 
is discussed below in the section on the microscopic nature of the 
system. 
Z9 
The feest method for bringing out th® contrast between (Al) and 
c< (Il-f) ccwsisted in iamersing the sasiple for 10 seconds in a con-
een-|a*ated solution of lOH at 80°C and rinsing inrith cold water. 
Either m electrolytic etching or cathodic etching raroved sat­
isfactory for revealing well-defined grain boundaries in the (V) or 
fsnadiua solid solution phase. The electrolyte oaployed in the elec­
trolytic etching was a 3 K. HMOj solutt.on containing 1 per cent by 
weight of IF{ a current d«nsi1^  of about 0.1 amps, per sq. era. was 
foimd to give good results. Bie cathodic etching was mainly done as 
an ejcperifflent to test the imivers&iity of that method and is described 
in detail elsefwhere (23). The conditions which proved to be the most 
satisfactory for cathodic etching of aluiainuiaf-vanadium alloys werej 
Atmosphere — Argon at 20 adcrons. 
Electrode %acing — 1? inches. 
folti^ e — 6000 volta. 
Current — 13 adlliaaps. 
Tiae — 15 ainutes. 
k Bausch end lionib Research Istallograph was used to examine and 
photograph the specimens. Bhotomicrographs are presented below in 
four standard magnificstions {75X» 120X, 250X and 500X). It was pos­
sible to obtain aagnifications up to lOOOX but no fxirther information 
was procured by doing so. Extensive use was made of visual exami­
nation of the samples under polarized light. Anisotropic crystals 
esdiibit extinctions in polarissed light as the aetallographic stage 
is rotated (Zli), and two of the four intermediate phases in this 
alloy system proved to be anisotropic. 
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0, Preperetion of Series for X-rey Analysis 
X»r®y diffraction data isere used to obtain three types of infor-
mstioni phase idsntification, precision lattice constants, and crystal 
structure, three general methods of l-r®y ®nalysis were employed with 
vaiying degrees of success to obtain these three different kinds of 
information. Btttally, the poisider method gave the best phase identi-
fiestion, polycrjstalline solid specimens gave the aost reproducible 
lattice eoastent®, when ivgAleble, single crystals gave informa­
tion concerning crystal structares. 
1, Po«ier upeeiaeM 
It was possible to crush alloys in the range 1? to 70 per cent 
TaaeditBi with a diamond mwtar without noticeably broadening the X-risy 
diffraction lines. It is necessary in stTjdies involving malleable 
alloys to anneal crashed powder at about 600®C to relieve the strain 
caused by the cold working. Since this treatment was not necessary 
in th© ease of these alajiinttni-vaRSdIiim alloys, the possibility of 
cont«in*tion durlr^  sanealing was eliminated, IRiia iBetiiod had the 
further advmtage of giving TO X-ray pattern for each observed micro-
struetttre. That is, the speciwns used for microscopic examination 
were tooken out of liieir bakelit© aountings end given an X-ray analy­
sis without further hest treetaeat. 
The X-r^ , poirter patterns of these alloys at room te'sperature 
mm obtained on a ll.ij c». diaawter Detye-Seherrer camera using 
filtered copper radiation, fhe alloy powder was screened through 
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a nmter 300 aesh, and motmted in a tMn-wsll, glass capillery of 
ftpproxiaately O.Olj. cffl.diaMt©r. Bi® "back-reflection region of the 
powier pattern was uaaftUy taken eonexurrently with the Debye pic­
ture and was mged to calculate precision lettice constants. A syni-
aetrical self-focusii^  c®B6era of 12.0 ca.di®3i®ter was employed, and 
the calculations were refined by the analytical extrapolation first 
proposed by Cohen (2$). 
In general, visual ex©ainati<m of the Debye pattern of a two-
phss® alloy was sufficient to identify the phases present and also 
estimate their relstilve amounts. Lattice constant B^ asurenMnts were 
usually hampered however, because of the frequent superposition of 
lines fro® different phases end the consequent difficulty in index­
ing these lines, 
2. Solid saiaples 
Since alloys at the extre,raities of the system were too soft and 
too reactiTe to be used as powdered samples, it was profitable to 
exaujin© their X-ra;.' spectra in the massive state. The Phillips X-ray 
Spectrometer embodies essentially the same principle as that employed 
in the original Bragg experiaentsi a Qeiger cmmter measures the inten­
sity of the beam diffracted from th® surface of a solid sample for 
any given value of the Br^ g angle, 8. The bake lite mounted samples 
used for microstructure determination could be placed directly in the 
X-r«y unit aiKi a coaplete phase identification made in the course of 
an hour* However, this aethod was limited by the fact that the 
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relative intensities of tlje different reflections were inherently 
erratic,, and no estiaate of the relative emoimts of the different 
phases could b« and®. This situation becsjse quit« critical in the 
high-venediam portion of tt»e sys-tea ushere the grain size of the (?) 
phas® was large end th® body-e@nt@r©d cubic vsnsdium structure gave 
only a few refltctions. 
effect of grain size tipm the intensities of the reflection 
aessured by ttoe Oeiger counter was studied extensively since it was 
desired to measure tibie chenge in lattice constent with composition 
of the (?) phase# there are only two intensity peeks in the whole 
baclc-reflection region of this body-centered cubic phase (copper 
radiation), and both of these reflections hed to be sharply resolved to 
obtain a precis® lattice coastmt, A schematic drawing of the Hiillips 
1-ray Spectro.aeter Is shown in Figure 7. The unit is essentially the 
same as en asymetrieal, self-focusing csiaera in that the source, the 
saaple, end the Oeiger counter or film all lie on the circumference 
of the focusing circle. It can be seen thet a sample of finite 
length should be curved and not plensr to lie truly on the focusing 
circle. In the front reflection region whe.re 2 © is small end the 
focxising circle is large, the plene surface of the seaple closely 
approximates a segment of tiie circuaference of the circle. However, 
in the back-reflection region liiere 2 6 is large and the focusing 
circle is small, only a s^ all area of the sample approximates the 
circtt'aferenee of the focusing circle j hence, for a large grain sai^ le 
FOCUSSING CIRCLE 
RECEIVING SLIT 
DIFFRACTED 
• ^ BEAM ANODE 
PLANE OF ANODE FACE 
FOCAL SPOT—' \ 
TAKE-OFF ANGLE 
DIVERGENCE ANGLE 
(^BEAM 
W 
w 
Fig 7 Phillips X-ri^  Spectrcfflster (Scheaatie) 
Fig, 8. Solid Saiaple HoMer for 
X-ray Spectroaster. 
Wily a few gridns tre located in the optisiam focusing position.® 
A special sai^ le holder was designed to laeasure the lattice con­
stant of the (V) phase (Figure 8). The purpose of this instrument 
was to affect a translation of the saaple in a tangential direction to 
the focusing circle at constant 9, This was don® by means of a aira-
ple system of gears aid racks so that the sample could be remotely 
controlled is^ ile being «posed to th® X-rsy beam. The procedure was 
to fix the s&apl® at m. approximate value of 2 ®, translate the sample 
®fh® focusing circle shown in Figure 7 is really the cross-
tee ti an ©f a focusing cylinder irtiose height tat this unit is about 
1 cm. 
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to ofetsiioi a maslauia peak intensity, end then laeesur® 2 Q precisely. 
It wes fomd thst in the critiosl region of 2 © equal to 1U0° a trsns-
lation of only 1 am, would Mke the difference between a large inten­
sity peak arKi no peak at all* Satisfactory lattice constants were 
Obtained for- the yanadium solid solution phase tjy using the graphical 
extrapolaticm proposed by lalson and Hiley (26). These constants are 
reported in the sectim on th® aicroscopic nature of the system, 
3. Single ciystala 
angle crystals are, of course, invaluable in determining the 
atomic arrangeMnt in a phase} also, when the powJer pattern of a phase 
is complex, single 017-3tela are often the only means of indexing the 
pattern and hence, aakirig phase identification. In this investiga­
tion, the fullest possible use was asde of this phase identification 
function of single crystals, while crystal structure infcMpmation wag 
pursued short of quantitative intensity laessurefflenta. Single crystal 
specimens of (Al-?), y5(Al-V), end  ^(kl-l) were available. The 
powder photc^ raph of «i ell<^  containing the and phases is black 
isith liiiesf that is, the error in determining the position of a 
line is often of the same order of msgnitwie as the distance betiseen 
adjacent lines. It is doubtful if proper phase identification could 
have been made for c( (A1-?) and y3 (Al~?) without the use of single 
ciystal information. Single ciystal date have been gathered from 
rotstiflo, osoillation, leissenberg, and precession pictures and are 
presented below in the section on phase structure. 
S, Gli«icel Analysis 
1, foltfflwtrio 
All of th« all^ s w®r« naelyaed for venMittm, end the aliminum 
was then deteraiaeci t»y dlffer«ae«. ttds procedure is not too profit-
*1)1® in the high-TiwMita porticm of the system, but measured densi­
ties irtiisti plotted against nowlaal eompositions gaire a straight line in 
this region* The H®thod for volaaetrlc analysis wes based essentially 
upon that worked out by lillard sad to\a^  (27) #io showed that it was 
feasible' to us# ferroia (ferrous o-fphenato-oliae sulfate) as an oati-
diti«i!»"r0du©tion iMieator for the vmadic acid-vansdyl syst®8, pro­
vided tile ii^ rog^  im. conceatratiwi is sufficiently high. The alleys 
eottld to® dissolved in hot concentrated nitric acid, and after adding 
sulfusle acid and fusing the solution, it wes possible to oompletely 
acEidi®® '"ttie' vanMiua to vanadie aeid with m excess of sodiutn bisuMth-
at@. Tht' solutioaa iwr® then titrated with standard ferrous sulfate 
ttsii^  ^ e above-wnticmed ferroin indie »1»r» the reported chemical 
co^ ositi(»i of alloys eontainii^  m»e than 10 per cent vanadium may 
be taieen to be precise to 0,5 per cent. 
Zf Speclyophotoaetrie 
Alices eontaiirf.i3« less thssa $ per cent vanadium were analysed by 
a spectrophotsmelarie ®ethod| this deteraination of vanadium is usually 
based m the reddish-bro-wa color fopiwd by the peatsvalent vanadiua 
asE^  hydrogen peroxide in an acid solution, Iwsrever, a detailed descrip-
tim of the aethM used here has been given felep and Bolts (28), 
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in ifhlch a ©ihJTssteristic absorption peak of the conplex is measw«d 
ia th@ mltra-Tiolti yegiffia., StaadsM e^ rrts ware constructed by the 
totlyti©®! stction of the Ams liftjoratwy (29). 
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V, EXPMIMENTAL HEaJLTS 
A» Macroscopic Mature of the %stem 
If Denatiiy 
The deastty of a series of arc-aielted alloys was meesrured toy 
observliig the ftppsrent loss of weight in water end is shown in Figure 
9* The points have been Joined by segissnts of straight linea in a 
sc®eirh®t arbitrary aenner. These straight lines aiy or may not have 
a real significsnoe etoce they merely serve to eaphaaiae the linearity 
of certain portions of the curve and the deviations from average 
spec ifie volu»8 of the elensents, fhe room-temperature phase bound­
aries for the system are indicated by vertical lines and there seems 
to be Bom eorreletl<m between discontinuities in slope of the spe-
cific-voliase curve md these phase boundaries, Hoisever, it smist be 
eaphasiaed • ttiat these allcsys are in the as-arc-aelted and not the 
equilibrium condition. Ihenever the malleability of the alloy per-
i^tted, the density of the ®rc-»elted button was meastured after it 
had been coji^ressed uoder ^0 thousand psi to about the shape of a 
silver dollar. 
2. Hardness 
The Mdition of aluminum to venMiua seems to have little effect 
on the hardness of either the fis-src-n®lted or cold-worked metal. All 
hardness values observed for all<^ s containing up to 20 per cent 
aluMinum either in the ss-arc-»elted or cold-worked condition fell 
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within 10 points of 60 on the Rockwell "A" seal®., 
ai tha otiier hand, the addition of Tanadium to aluadnuia has 
a profound effect on the hardness of th© metal (see Figwe 10). The 
high-aluainafli arc-Bjelted alloys were cold-pressed ureler 50 thousand 
psi and reduced up to $0 per cent, A smrprisii^  feature of these 
alloys Is thst upon annealing in vacuo at 600®G for 2li hours, some of 
the cold-worked saaples becaa© harder rather than softer. Perhaps 
this is due to the presence of the brittle peritectic, Al^ j^ V, whose 
formation was suppressed during the rapid cooling of the arc-aelting 
furnace. 
3. 
A 0.5 per cent vanadium alloy was cast in graphite under an 
argon alaaosphere and rapidly cooled in a stream of air. The alloy was 
cut up for two test series of ten samples eachj the first series was 
placed in an oil bath at and the second in a bath at 100°C. 
f^ riodically, a sample was removed fro® each series and its hard­
ness was wjesTired <m m arbitrary Rockwell scale. After about 3 hours 
at 50°C, the first series show a maxiimim hardness (Figure ll)j iriiile 
th® series at 100°C exhibited a maxiiaaitt hardness after only UO min-
tttss. 1ji each case the hardness dropped upon extended treatment. 
Although these samples were not given tee rapid quench usually 
employed to obtain maxlauia age-hardenii^  (30) they did respond to 
the subsequent hest-treatawnt. Biere appears to be two hardening 
effects obtained upon the heat-treatTOnt of alusBinum-rich alloys. 
Ofee is perhaps a true age-hardening effect, while the other (occurring 
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in th© range of 6^ ®C) is perhaps dm® to -the formation of a hard 
peritectio comfjouwi. 
B. Microscopic Matw© of the ^ stem 
1. Introduetioa 
lacrographs md Z-rey diffractiosi patterns have revealed the 
existeac© of six phase fieM® in the altiiaintaa-vsnadiuffl system. Phase 
designation has teen made in accordance nith the procedure first pro­
posed by Dix and leith and later modified by Pink and Willey (19, p. U). 
The ©heiaical syabols of "ttie eleaents necessary for the formation of a 
phase are placed in the order of decreasing atomic percentage and 
enclosed in parentheses, fhey are separated by hsfphens in order to 
distinguish thea from c^ Mimical formla®. If two cxr more phases •would 
have th® saw designation according to ttie above rules, they are dis­
tinguished ty prefixii^  Greek letters. It is desirable but not always 
possible to arrange the (Sreek letters in alphabetical order, since 
d^itloaal phases imy be discovered after the system has already been 
described In the literature. 
lii order to fieilitate a report of the experiaiental results, an 
artifice will be employed whereby the phases are first described as 
entities tmto themselves and later exaiained in the significence of 
neighboring phase relationships. 
Senerally speaki;^ , the sgrmmnt between microscopic and X-ray 
analysis is excellent. Eowever, an uncertainty exists in assigning 
an exact coaposition to sables containing between liO and 70 per cent 
hk 
Tanftdiuai# Gheialcel ©nalyais is laeg.ningless when the ssmple is not at 
©qtiilibriumi then too, es wntioned above, explosions -wottld often dres-
tically alter the orlginslly intended coaposition of an alloy. It was 
profitsbl® to exeaine non^ quilibritiii alloys in the as-arc-melted or 
partially «naeal®d stst® since they often revealed a sequence of phase 
foRRstion# 
Therefore @mh photoaicrogrsph presented below has been assigned 
a composition {weight per cent vfiaediua) in accord with that listed in 
the last coliiijaa of Table 2. Ihen it was not possible to determine the 
coaposition fros cheaical analysis or loss in wiight, th® photondcro-
grapti has been assigned a eomposition on the basis of the relative 
eaotmts of the different phases present. The ^ abol (B) has been 
placed after auch ©stiMted coapositions. Of course, such a pro* 
cediire preaupposes an identificatian of the phases present and the 
location of their phase bouixiaries. 
2. Riase propertiea 
(a) (Al), AliuBintua «ill dissolve a mall amoant of vmadium in 
solid solution} the solubility liiait of 0.37 per c«nt vanaditan at 630°C 
was deterained by Roth (12, p. 357) who employed electrical resistivity 
airf lattice constant measurements. Figures 12 and 13 show the micro-
structtiree of (II) and (Al) with an excess of c< (Al-?). The alumi-
n«B matr:lx is usually gomged and pitted in a two phase alloy because 
of its extreme softaess and cheaical reactivity. This cheracteris-
tic is often an aid in identifying the constituenta in a tsicro-
structure, fery little work was done OIQ this phase since an extremely 
high purity of aluainum is necessery and as stated above, aluminum of 
only 99.9 per cent was available. However, it was determined by 
the.m®l analysis, that th® addition of vsnsdiua neither raises nor 
lowers th® melting point of the (Al) phase, -within the limits of 
experiweatel. errors (i.l°G), 
•^ (Al-'V). fhe last interaediate phase to be detected in the 
alttainai^ vsnadiuffl system was c^ (Al-?)« This phase does not exist above 
685°C and is seldom found in a cast alloy. It is difficult to disti»-
guish this phase from (Al) under the microscope since the two phases 
have similar etching characteristics. Then too, (Al-V) aid (Al) are 
both optically inective polsriaed light because both are iso­
tropic, X»r®^  diffractic® patterns of powder sensples show the crystal 
syaaetry to be face-centered cubic (a^  s lU.586l)j this seems to indi­
cate that th® crystal ja^  be a super lattice of aluainum which is also 
face-centered cubic (ag s lj..OU96f). o( (ll-V) correspcmds to the formula 
The extent of solid solubility in this phase is unknown. 
Typical odcrostructures of (Al-?) with (Al) and with y? (Al-V) are 
shown in Figures lli. and 1$ respectively. 
C®) ^  (Al-V). Figure 16 shoira the single phase Mcrostructure 
found in a 23*8 per cent vanadiuai alloy. This phase is probebly the one 
Mondolfo had reference to wl»n he reported Al^ V (Hi, p, U8).yj(Al-V) 
i# usually porous since it can only be formed by ® diffusion mechanism 
Fig. 12 - Q^ k cent vajaMim. ((^ lenched from 625°C, Aluminum 
solid solution phase, (Al). Etched with KOH. X250.) 
Fig, 13 - 1,6 per cent TanaJium. (Qaemhed frcaa 62SI®C. (Al) pliia 
saall crystmls of o(, Itched with SGH. X250.) 
Fig. Hi - 6.3 per e@»t vsiiadiim. (Qaenehed from 625®C« Islsiids of o< 
in (Al). Itched with KCli. X2?0.) 
F%, 1$ • 1? per cent vanadium (E), (Quenched from 625°C, Sharp 
crystals of in o( • Itched with HF-HNOj-HCl. 1250.) 
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«md not by a easting opeMtion, Onlik© o<'(M-V), tM.s phase ahows 
optical activity oader polariased l%ht and heme y?(Al«V) can be 
distinguished aicroseopically from (Al-V). y?(Al-V) does not exist 
above ?3$®G (itt iaeoagment w>lting point) and corresponds to the 
foriBula Al^ ?| it erystallisjed in a hexsgonal unit cell - 7,?18Xj 
 ^CA1"V)< This phase corresponds to the forrmile Al^ V and 
its crystal structure has already been reported by Brmer (13» P* 208). 
It ®:xMbits an incongruent aelting point (peritectic reaction) at 
13^ ®C ia Much the saae manner as its iaomorph Al^ Ti (31). X (Al-?) 
has a aach p»e«t®r optical activity than and hence can be ijame-
diately identified under polarized lightj a typical micrograph of 
AljT is shown in Figure 17. fable It shoira that the lattice constants 
of (Al-f) in a two phase region depend upon the other phase present} 
this is the classical illustration of a solubility range in m inter-
liediate phaae. The chtag® in the ratio of Cq to ^  across the one-
phas® region probeMy represents a solubility rmge of about 1 per 
cent, but no quantitative calcitetiona can be made. However, the 
constants in the and plasj" regions ahow no aeasureable 
depeMence upon teaperatore which ayggests that the phase boundaries 
are essentially vertical. The lattice-constant measurements were 
aede on poiwiered specimens usii^  a 12 cm. diameter back-reflection 
camera. 
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Table ii. tottice Constmta of  ^(A1-?) 
Coi^ , i^ aeh tei^ . 5,' -< 
b 
—0 -o/jfo" 
36.3^  62$oc 5.3Ui 1.5560 
36.3 no 5. A3 1.5582 
36.3 800 5.3ltli 1.5581 
38 800 5.3lt2 1.5589 
38 800 S*3k2 
h3 800 5.3k8i 1.5^5 
38 900 5.,3li3 1.558Ii 
k2.7 900 5.3U7 1.55U9 
1^ .7 1000 5.3U5 1.5552 
36.3 UOO 5.3k3 1.5582 
38 1100 s.m 1.5587 
38 1100 5.3U3 1.5582 
C^onstsnts of in the two pfease region,^  f Y . 
G^anstaats of ^  i» the two phase region,-f tf • 
i 
Fig, 16 *• 23«8 par cent vansdluia. (Quenched from 710°C, One phase, 
 ^(Dark areas ere voidsgtched with HF-HH03-Hei, X250.) 
Fig. 17 - 38 P@r cent vaasdim. (%ienched froai 8(K)°G. Qae phase, 
T. Itched wi^  HF-HNO^ H^Cl. X250.) 
Fig, 18 - ^  per cent vmadium (E). (Quenched from 600®C, Fine 
needles of (?) in cT * Itched with HF-HKO^ -HGl. X250.) 
Fig, 19 • h3 per cent vm«di«ja* (Qaeiwhed froa 800®C, Polariaed 
l%ht, Ijtrge graiMi of T (alternately bright and dark) 
containing mall grains of cT (alwagrs dark). Gonpare Fig, 
55. Sfcched Tdth HF-HSO^ -HGl. X7B) 
Fig. 16 Fig. 17 
ng, 18 Fig. 19 
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C®) {J" (Al~?)« lii the copper~siae sjatem, the interuKsdiate 
phase designated as If -brass crystellizes in & body-centered cubic 
strttctmr® with $2 atoas per unit eell (32)* J" (A1-?) is isomorphous 
with IS -brass and corresponds to the formula AlgT^ j the diffraction 
Hues on e poirter disigrm of show no splitting due to rhombic 
distortion m in the c®s@ of AlgCr^  (33)* A typical fflicrogreph of 
A^l-f) is shown ia Figure 18} this phase shows no optical activity 
uMer polarized light and can therefore be easily distinguished from 
Y(Al-f) (see Fig. 1?), J~ (A1-?) is stable up to 1670°C (its incon-
gruent aelting point by optical pyr«9ter) sad aeeuts to have a con­
siderable aolid solubility rmge at 1360^ 0, 
Table 5* Lattice Constant of J" (Al-f) 
C^ aench ao(^  +zr) ao(£r-f(V) ) 
600®C 9,20St 9.208i 
900 9.223 
1000 %2hl 9.233 
1100 %2m 9.2UO 
the data in Table 5 can be interpreted to give a rough descrip­
tion of tfce solubility r®age of cf(Al-¥). It aaist be bom in laind 
that the addition of en aluminum atom expands the ciystal lattice 
(see Fig, 2 and Fig, 28), and hence, an increase in lattice constant 
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represents an incresse in altiadnuia content for this cubic phese. The 
aeasiireaenta were made with a 12 cm. dismeter back-reflection camera 
on powiered specimens which had Aowed either ^  plus J" or plna (?) 
ttttder the microscope. Therefor®, it seeias thet there is little or no 
solid solubility below 600°C bat that the extent of solubility 
increases •with increasing tempereture, Furthermore, the sstursted 
solid solutions on either side of the one phase region increase in 
aluminum content isith increasing temperature. 
(f) (V). fantdium will retsin up to 25 per cent by weight of 
aluminum in solid solutitm irtien furnace cooled from high teiaperetures. 
Only a rough estimet® of the ro«®-temperature setiorstion can be made, 
since e:xp0rlence hes shown that equilibrium ia difficult if not impos­
sible to attMn below 600®C. 
As might be expected, alloys in this solid solution range were 
quite siiailsr to pure Tm^ tdiua. They irere chsracteristically herd 
snd lustrous but easily pitted by etching reagents. The addition of 
large ftaounts of aluainum in solid solution improved the appearance 
of the jBicrostructures, but as yet no highly satisfactory etching 
procedure has been obtained for piire Tanadium or high venedium alloys. 
The Bjicrostructures show a single phsse region extending from pure 
Tsnadium over as far ss 78.7 per cent vanadium (Figures 20, 21, 22, 
23, 2U and 25)* It was first thought that 78.7 per cent marked the 
liiait of solid solubility in (?) since higher magnifications st this 
coaposition (Figures 26 and 27) revealed the presence of siaall par-
»% til® gr«la bomdsries. lonrftwr, this precipitation phenom-
«iioa wts to ocssOT ia alloys of higher venidluia ccaitent (Figure 
23)» too^  X-ri^ Meastareaents plwed the solubility limit at 
73 p»r e«at irttaMiaa# fli®r#fort, th» best interpretaticsa is that 
th®s® particlei er® oseidt or nitrid# iiapurltlea precipitated aloi^ 
th® grain bound-Wiei. 
fh# Z-^ rs^  pattera of (?) Aows only diffraction lines of pure 
vfiBiadltt®# airil the lattie® esmstaat iacreases with increasing amounts 
of eluaiiaw. fhi® mmm that the ®olM solution is of I4ie aubsti-
ttttionel type ia 'Which aluainua ato«® ti^e up random positicms in 
th# v«i«llua body-centered cubic latM.ce. 
k precise aeasi3re»»nt of the change of lattice constant *ith 
©offlpoaitiaa •indicates the extent of solid solubility at various tem­
peratures* figure 28 shows a plot of lattice constmt against atomic 
per cent vmMiuai tfee lattice ©onstmta were ti^en froa laeaaureiaents 
awd.® m fueaehed solid specimens using the X-r^ spectrometer. The 
lattice emataat is iadei^ndent of te'siperatua?® ia a one-phase region 
does not ©hoagt with coapositlon in a two-phase region. 
3, l%»8t relations 
fhe limit of solid soluMHty far the (V) phase as shonn 
lattice constant a»asureffl«mts is *ell substantiated by aicrograpdis. 
figures 29 ©ad 3© show the formation of cTCAI-Y) from (V) by nuclea-
tien md grain gT'Owthi iteis jagchanissi la characteristic of a solid 
preeipitatioa reaction such m crossing a solvas durii^ cooling. 
Piguret 29 mi 30 are interpreted thuslyi (?) solidifies eoaspletely 
fig, 20 * 8s arc-«©lt©d from the boaib reduced metal, 
(Cfithodie etch. X120.) 
Fig. 21 - 98.6 per cent vanMiaja, (Quenched from 600®G. Che phase, 
(?). llectrolytic etch. X75.) 
Fig, 22 - 92.5 per cent TanMltim. (benched from 600°C, On© phase, 
(f), Ei©ctroljtic etch, X75,) 
Fig. 23 - 86,1 per cent vsn®dit». (benched from 6(X>^ C, One phase, 
(?), Hectroljtie etch. X250. ) 
Fig. 22 Fig. 23 
fig. 2i| - 82 per emt vansdiaa, (is are-melted. Qae phase, (V). 
Cethodle etch. 112.0*) 
fig, 25 • ?8«7 per e®nt Tiii«iiua. (Quenched from 900°C, One phase, 
(?), Electrolytic eteh. XT5.) 
Fig, 26 - 78• 7 per cent vanalitiia. (Qaeached fro® 9(K)°C, Steall oxide 
or nitride iiE^ arttles at the grain bou:»iaries. Electrolytic 
eteh. X2Sb.) 
fig. 27 - ?8»7 per cent vmnadiiim. (Reached from 1000®C, Oxide 
or nitride ia^ mrities at the grsin boundaries of (V). 
laiectrolytio etch, 1250.) 
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from the wit forsiing the large eqaiax grains ishich sre typical of this 
solid aol-tttioB Upai further cooling, the solid solution heeoass 
sataratsd with/J~(Al-f). The l«rg® iraiomt of precipitation at 600**C 
(Figure 30) indicates a considerable dependence of solubility up<m 
teapersture, Ihen aanealed at higher teaperstures (Figures 31> 32 
eM 33), -Hi® precipitate becomes »ore coarse md migrates to the 
grain bewndaries# The whole process ne^  be staraiarized by the non-
equilibritaa aaaple shoma in Figure 3ltj the assujaptioaa here is that a 
conc@ntra.tion gradient is equivalent to a tisas gradient. That is, if 
the super-saturated solution couM be observed at some teaperature 
such as 900®C, the passage of time would b© marked hy the coarsening 
of "ttie precipitate and its aigretloa to the grain boundaries. 
In discussing aicrostructure®, it is convenient to refer to a 
iwiel such as shoim in Figure 35. For the sake of the discussion, 
®o»e of the alloys have been classified into the coaposition ranges 
A, B, C, etc.} and hence, the microstructures frc® Figure 29 to Figure 
3k my be described In terms of the hypothetical alloy, A, shown in 
Figure 3!?. It aust be noted that no matter how drastic the heat treat-
mnt, alloys in the rmge of A all give evidence of having be«n com­
pletely (?) at one tiae, (see Figtire 33). 
As more alualnua is add.ed to the 8il<^ s, a trensition rmge is 
approached in irtilch it becomes increasingly clear that the micro-
atruotures correspmd to the hypothetical alloy B insteai of A. 
In Pigtures 36, 37 «»d 38, the remains of tte large equiaac grains sre 
m longer evident. (Compare Figure 3I with 38, md also 33 with 37.) 
Fig* 29 • 70 i^ r cent vsnMim (1). (furnace cooled from 800®C. 
BrecipitaUm of cTaad aigrstioa to the grain feoundaries 
of (f). itelitd mth X2?0.) 
Fig, 30 • 66 p®r ©ent VfiaMiim, (Qa«ached from 600®G. leeyjr pre-
cipitatiQa of J"irom (?), Btchisd with HT-HHOj-HGl, X20O, ) 
fig, 31-66 per e®nt rmedim, (Quenched from 900®C. Precipitate 
in Hg, 30 begia«ii^  to &gglmstrs.te> Itched with 
w-moj-Ha. X250.) 
Fig. -32 - 66 f®r o@at viinMina, (lynched from 1I0O®C, cf within the 
grKias sad at the grain boonAsa-ies of (?). 'Etched with 
HF-iiO^ -HCl, %7S*) 
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Fig. 31 Fig. 32 
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Fig. 33 - ^  P®3f c®Rt •aaaiim. (^ «neli@d fro® 1100®C, cT idthin 
th« grsina and at th® grain bouadartes of (f). Etched 
with ir-HliOj-lCi. 1250.) 
Fig, 3^ 4 - Goac#ntr®ti03B gr«ii«at. (As arc-Belted. Itched with 
HF-WO^ -HCl. • X250.) 
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Fig* 36 • 6U per cent vanadium (I), (Puraao© cooled froa 800°C, 
Gontoyr lighting. cT in relief from (?) matrix. Etched 
lAth Hp.fWO3-.HCl. 1250,) 
Fig* 37-62 p@r cent vaa«iiu® (1), (Quenched from 1100®C, cf (con­
tinuous) plus (?). Stehtd with fff-HHOj-HCl. X2$0.) 
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Th@ all<^  B (Figure 35) represents thia situation in -which the loelt 
cm no longer solidify cosipletely before ^ (Al-V) begins to fca*m, 
Becatts® of the noticeable differenc© in grain size betwen Figure 30 
«iid 36, m ©stisaation based <MX the micros true tures ns^  be m«ie to 
plmB the teralrial solid solubility point at 65 per cent vanadium. 
That is, the original grains of (¥) in Figure 36 were coated with 
a periteetic reaction riia before they had a ohsnce to grow Isi^ e as 
they did in Figure 30* 
Si^ ifieeatlyi there is no place where nf (Al-V) is primary to 
(?) (Figorss 39* ifO| Ul and U2)| this is exeaplified by Figure Ul 
in which th® fish-spine crystals of (?) are typical of fa-imery den­
drites — that is, the first phase to solidify from the melt. Solid 
precipitation particles can still be seen in the dendrites of Figures 
39 and i|.0, but they have been annealed aw^ y in Figure I42, lith still 
higher caicentrationa of alufBinum, a one phase alloy is approached at 
about 55 per e®nt vaaadiuffi as shown in Figure 18. 
Alloys in the eoMpositi<m range of C (Figure 35) show a radical 
Qhmge from prerlom aicrostructures. Figure k3 is interpreted aa a 
aon-equlHbriua, three phase alloy of this coa^ ositicai range in which 
th® primary dendrites of (?) sre surrounded by cr(jll-¥) which in turn 
la surrounded fery finely divided ^  (Al-V) precipitated after the alloy 
h«i cojii>lete3y solidified. The finely divided Y phase etches much more 
rapidly than the other phases and will often appear completely black 
in soch 1 three phase all^ . 
The sd.dition of more aluaiaua will give a micrograph of the type 
Ftg, 38 - 62 per c«nt vansdittm, (1), (Quenched from 900®C, (V) 
in » matrix of cT. Btched with HF-HNO3-HGI, X25b.) 
Pig. 39 • 60 per cent vanjrfiuja (E). (Pumece cooled from 8CX)°C. 
Dendrite® of (?) in the cT matrix. Etched ifith HF-HMO^ -HCl. 
X250.) 
Pig. iiO - 58 per cent vanadium, (Quenched from 600°C. Dendrites of 
(?) incT. Etched with fIF-HHOj-HCl. X25b,) 
Pig, 111 « 58 per cent vanadium, (Quenched from 800°G, Dendrites of 
(?) ia cT- Itched with X?S) 
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show in Figure litj Y (H-f) begins to form before the melt cam 
solidify coa|)let©ly, Th.® cooling Mstory of SEaples in the range 
of C is best ©xpl&in^  in tsrms of ttie clessical perltectic reaction 
which usually lesves the system in a state of meta-stable equili­
brium, As -ft® »11^  ®ppro®ch©s the first temperature horizontal, 
the ppiaery dendrites of (?) becoae coated with cT(Al-Y)} the 
reactioa being 
(?) + Mqaid 5S cr(Al-?). 
Th& reaction proc@®is «t a slow rate becsuae it involves s solid 
diffusion prooes®, sad the alloy SEpercools. That is, the heat 
evolved is not sufficient to arrest cooling long enough for ell the 
(?) to reeet with the swlt, Ihen the next tes^ ereture horiaontal 
St 1360®G is reeched,® (A1-?) becoaes coated -with (Al-V)! the 
reactim being 
tf (Al-f) f lAtpid = ^  (Al-?). 
ifcaee, at th© laosaent th® aJJLoy becoae® eoinpletely solidified, it 
contains concentric layers of (?) sarrouiKied W surrounded 
V (Al-?)* ieturally, a large concentration gradient exists 
across jf (A1-?) li^ er, sndjupon furttisr cooling, part of this 
l«y®r beeo«es supersatarated with ^ (A1-?) which precipitates out of 
the solid solutim, Upon loir~t®ii¥»er8t«re annealing, it is possible 
to eliminate the (?) dendrites (Figure ii5) and even eraiicate the 
T^he peritectic reaction has the effect of removit^  vanadium 
froa the systea and shifting the compositim to the left in Figure 3$ 
Fig, it2 - 1?8 per cent (Quenehed froa 1000®G, Dendrites 
of (¥) In cT- Stehed with HP-HNO^ -^ ICX. X2^ 0.) 
Fig. k3 - ^  P®** cent vanadlTO, (As are-®®lted. lAght dendrites 
of (f) in grey cT • Finely divided , Etched with 
IF-HiOj-HCl, 1250.). 
Pig. itii * 52 per c®at vanadium, (Quenched from 62^0. Dendrites 
of (¥) ia cf. I*ong crystals of in finely divided ^  , 
Etehed with HF-HMOj-HCl. 1250.) 
Fig, k5 - 52 per cent vanadltia. (Clenched from 8CX)0C. Seme as 
Fig. except (?) hm dieappeared. Itched idth 
HF-HiO^ -HCl. X250,) 
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eoaeentrstioa grsditnt entirelj at higher teaipePBtusres (Figures kS 
md U7). 
As »re altmiiim is added to the system, it becoms evident 
that (?) can no longer be fon»d mA cf (A1-?) ia now the first to 
crystsllia® froa th© »lt, (Se® Pigtire 3^ , composition rmg© D.) 
ThatcT is ttie priaary phase ia Figure li8 can be sho*n the 
resMuftl otttliae of large @{pi« gr»ins of tf which is absent in 
figar©s ii6 k7* The addition of still more aluminum iridieetes 
th®t cTCAI-V) is able to retain ® large ©mount of (^Al-V) in solid 
soltttloa at high ttaperaturea (figures and 50) j at lower laagni-
fieatiais th® grstns sppear blsck with finely divided precipitate. 
A sicrostraeture transition, analogous to the one shoim by 
Figures 30 sisi 36, occufflson iacressing the sluHdnuai constant from 
the range D to I. there la ® noticeable difference in grain size 
betwem Figures k9 ®nd 52• This difference has been t^ en to indicate 
that the temainal solid solubility point lies approximately at ii7 
per cent vsa®iius (See Figure 51.) the sharp distinction betmeen 
(Al-f) at the grain boundaries and $^(A1-?) id thin the grains of 
Rgure $1 is probably da® to th® formation of ^  first by a peri tec-
tic reaction aad latter 1:^  precipitatim in ttie solid state. Upon 
aimeallr^ , the material at th® grain boundaries will then agglomerate 
the finely divided precipitate in its iaeiiediate vicinity. 
The significince of the series shorn in Pig\ires 53» ?h, 55 and 
56 ia that in no instance does appear as primary dendrites 
in equillbriua with cr(Al-¥). Therefore, since (¥) is always primsry 
Fig. Ii6 - §2 per cent vmadlua. (Quenched from 900°C. Seme as Fig. 
ii5 exeept finely divided has disappeared, leaving only 
ci^ sttls of "JC in the jJ" matrix# Etched with HF-HIO -^HCl. 
1250.) 
Fig. k7 - ^ P®r cent vsaMiaa. (Quenched from 1100®C. S®s» as Fig, 
li6. Y in if matriJE. Itched with HF-HIO -^HCl. X250,) 
Pig, li8 - 50 per eent vanadium (1). (Quenched froai 1000°C. ~15 at the 
grain bomdariei and within the grains of cf, Etched witifi 
IIF-HHOj-aCl. X2.^ ,) 
Fig. !i9 - I48 per cent van«iim (1). (Quenched from 600®G, "5 at the 
grain botandsries and within the grains of Etched 'with 
W-IMO3.8GI, X250.) 
fig. ii8 Pig. 
Fig, ^  * it8 per cent vtneditai (E), (Quenched from 600°C, Higher 
aagalfication of Fig, k% X$CX).) 
Pig, 51 - h7 per cent vmadiMi (E). (Quenched from 900°C, TT at the 
grain howntlaries end lAfein tJhe grains of Etched iwilii 
HF-HKO^ -aCl. X250.) 
Fig, 52 - k6 per c®nt vaaediua (S), (Quemhed from 625®G. rT (dark) 
pitta (light). Etched with HP-HNOj-HGl, X2S0,) 
Fig. $3 - hS pef cent vanadHttm (B), (As arc-saelted, 
(continaotts). Etched -witti X250.) 
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to tTand cT is slways primary to , these three phases hme been 
related by the two p#rltectic horizontals, shown in Figure 3^. A 
theraiitl arrest was observed at 1360®C {Pt-Pt (lOl Rh) themocouple) 
in an slloy containing 37 per cent vaii®.diiai| nherem, an alloy con­
taining liS per cent Tansdiuin ahow^ d neither thermal arrest nor signs 
of aelting when htated to liiUo°C. Therefore, I360® has been taken 
m the incongrttent atlting point of y(Al-¥). 
Alloys in the range of 50 to 70 per cent vanadiim were observed 
to become psrtislly molten at 1670®C (optical piyrotaeter), and this 
has b@en t&en as the inoongment siting point of £r(Al-V). Thermal 
data as -well as other deta sre plotted in Figure 3S* 
The laicrostrttctiirea of the arc-melted alloys in the high slumi-
mm portion of the ^ steia gmm ®n esrly indicstion of still more 
perltecM.e eoapltxities. Figure ^ 7 shows prifflsry dsndrites of 
{Al-"^ ) STirroiiwled ^  t-m other pheses. Partial ennesling of this 
alloy increestd its complexity, since ioiw phases now gppesred (Figure 
)^} th® phsse-a designsted m c<(Al-f) and seem to have groim 
fit the expense of y(Al-T) and (Al), the matrix phase. That this is 
an approach towards equilibria was verified by later experiments. 
Thermal anelysis in the renge of 5 to 20 per cent vsnadiuja 
showed three distinct therasl srrests at 659®C» 685°C end 735®Cj 
685®G aM 73!^ °C hsve been taken ss the incongruent melting points 
of £>< (Al-V) ®nd )3(A1-?) respectively, and is the melting point 
of (Al). fte results of the theraal analysis using chromel-«lumel 
theraocoupl®3, ere presented in fsble 6 and plotted in Figure 35# 
Fig, Bh - per cent ven«diua (I)» (Quenched from 110O®C, cf plus 
. It0h©d with X250.) 
Pig. $5 • ^ 3 pel* c®nt vmadlvm* (famme cooled from 800®C, ^ 
(eoatiattoas, matrix) plos ^ • Etched idtAi HF-HKO^HCl. 
X250.) 
Fig, $6 - h2»7 per cent VEnadium. (Quenched from 900®0. Staall 
crystals Qf cT in matrix. Itched with HF-HNOj-HGl. 
X2S0.) 
Fig. 57 - 19 per ceat Tmadiua. (As firc-3Helt@d, .Primary dendrites 
of Y (grej) wil^ ti(white patches) with (Al) matrix. 
Etched with KOH. X^ OO.) 
19 
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Pig, 5I1, Fig. 
Fig. $6 Fig. 57 
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JkB tisttal, peritectie arrests er® obtained with mch greater cleidty up-
m heating than «,pc«i cooling, 
A series of alloys, which h®ve been hoaogeniaed at verious tem-
peratwei end then quenched, serres to illustrate the reactions which 
Qcear ia high alaaiatta regions of ill® system. A 36 per cent allc^  
reaains essentially unaltered up to 710°G (Figures 59 eM 60)j upon 
crossing the periteetio deooaposition teapersttire (735°C) of v^ (Al-V), 
the alloy shows signs of wltir^  (Figure 61). Hiere ia a rsdical 
change ia the shape and the relsti-re amount of T upon crossing the 
735°S horissontsl siaee liquid plus more ^  , 
fpott further heatir^ , the allc^  continues to melt and tte grains of 
grow quite large (KLgor® 62)1 also, the solubility of ^  (Al-¥) in the 
aelt increases at higher temperatures, as shown by the change in the 
ratio of "2" to liquid betweoa F%ures 61 and 62, 
A siailar sequence occurs for a 32 per cent alloy (Figures 63 
wl 6U)i and an alloy containing t? per cent vanadium shows that 
\p(Al*?) is completely deco^ osed et 750°C (Figures 65 a«i 66), 
Finally, the rsdical difference between Figure 16 and Figure 67 leaves 
little doubt that the thermal arrest observed at 735°C ia associated 
ifith the ineongruent salting point of 
Alloys containing c< (Al-V) and ^  (A1-?) start to melt at 685®C 
and show only ^  (Al'-f) plus 3»lt at 750®C (See Figures 68, 69 and 70), 
In Heu of testing the saaaplea under polarized light, (Al-V) and 
 ^(Al-f| may be easily distinguished by observing that crystals of 
y3 (Al-f) retain their 8hia*p comars wh®i in equilibrium with the aelt 
Fig. 58 • 19 p®r cent vanedita. (Mnealed hours at 600°C and 
funmaee-cooled. "Y (grey) plus y? (light grey) plus 0^ ) 
(gottged. md pitted). Occasional white patch is o< , 
Itched with lOH. I500.) 
Fig, 59 • 36*3 per ceat Tmadiuai, (Quenched ftrom 62!?®G. Y (dark) 
pltisy?, Btch«d with HF-HMO^ -HCa. X2,?0.) 
Pig. 60 - 36.3 per c@nt •yemdiiw, (Quenched from 710°G. Y (dark) 
pltts^ . Itchsd idth HF-HMO3-HCI, X250,) 
Fig, 61 - 36*3 per cent irmadiua, (Quenched from 800°G, ^  plus 
qtt®nch®d liquid (rough), Itehed with HF-HNOj-HOl. X2^ 0.) 
Pig, 60 Pig, 61 
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fable 6, •Oiera®! Analysis Chroael-Aluaal Thermocouple 
l.P. ®G (M) ciiB."!) ^^ iia-V) 
Comp. Heating Coollr^  Seating Cooling Heating Coolir^  
? $63 737 
662 69h 737 
662 658 69h 682 732 
658 696 735 
1011 6^ 8 686 679 737 
660 658 6814 681 732 
660 686 737 
662 660 696 681 739 
IB% f 661« 688 68h 733 
22i f 662® 69h 683 726 
692 677 726 
69h 726 
39i f 
*Alloy thought to show « ps®udo-therm®l arrest due to peritectic 
refiotion. 
Fig. 62 • 36.3 per cent vsnsdiua, (Quenched from llOO'^ C, plus 
qaenshed liquid (rough). Etched idth HF-HNO^ -HCl. X250.) 
Pig, 63 - 32.7 per cent TanMiua, (i^ enehed from 625®C. }f (dark) 
plm® ^ . Etch©d with ap-HaO^ -Hai. X2?0,) 
fig, 6k • 32.7 per cent vmaditim. (Qviench«d frcsa 1100°C, J plus 
quenched liquid (rough). Etched with X250.) 
Fig. 65 - 27.2 per e®nt irmMiua. (Quenched from 62?°C. "JT (derk) 
pitta p , Etehed with HF-tMOj-HCl, X250,) 
Fig. 6k Fig. 65 
Fig. 66 • 27»2 per cent vsnediTO. (Quenched from 7?0°C. Y (dark) 
plus quenched liquid. Etched with HF-HNOj-HCl, X250.) 
P3^ , 67 • 23.8 per cent vanadium. (Quenched from 7$0^ C, plus 
quenched liquid (rough), Unetched, X2?0,) 
Pig, 68 - 17.7 per cent vanadium, (Quenched from 62$°C, (light) 
plus o< , Etched with HF-fflO^ -HCl. X25b.) 
Fig, 69 17»7 per cent vanadium. (Quenched frc«a 710®C. v/5plus 
quenched liquid (rough). Itched idth HP-HNO^ -HGl. 
X250,) 
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Pig. 68 Fig, 69 
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while crystals of V(Al-f) become apherodised. In this regerd, the 
sequence shorn in Figures 71, 72 and 73 giws further evidence} the 
profiles in Figtire 72 strongly suggest a random orientstion of single 
crystals with a definite geometricsi fona. Ihen the eluminum matrix 
of teis saasple wss dissolved in laQfl, these crystals were indeed 
found to be hexegonal prisms with •well-defined faces| one of the more 
perfect specimens w»s mounted for the space group deterwination of 
(Al-f) reported below, 
th® series of quenches perforaed on the 6.3 P®r alloy shows 
no deviation froa the pattern already estsblished (Figures lit, 7h and 
75). .iiany other ssaples were exaained in this region and throiighout 
the entire ayste% but since thty provide only compleajentary informa­
tion it wst not thought necessary to present them here. In all, 235 
saaples were exaained under the microscope and of these 67 were veri­
fied by X-ray analysis. The results of the therasl, microscopic and 
X-ray investigaticsis on aluainuis-vanadium alloys are in good agreement, 
A auaasry of the X«ray and theraal data is presented in Figwe 35 
igaimt ® backdrop of #i8t is to b© the proposed phase diagram for 
the systea. 
Pig, ?0 - 17»7 |»er cent vaaadiua, (Quenched from 750°C, ^  plus 
, quenched liqwid (rotigh). Etched with HF-HHOj-HGl. X250.) 
Fig. 71 • liO*l P®r cent vsoaidixim, (Quenched frora 625°C. (smooth) 
plus (Al). Itched -with KOH. X2$0.) 
fig, 72 - 10,1 per cent vanidiu®, (Quenched from 710°C, plus 
quenched liquid (rough), SEtched ulth HF-HNO^ -HCl, X75.) 
Pig* 73 - lOol pel* cetit (Quenched from 7$0°C, Y plus 
quenehtd liquid (rough). Etched idth HF-HNO^ -HCl, X2$0.) 
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Fig. 70 
Fig. 71 
Fig. 72 
Fig. 73 
Fig.. 71j. • 6,3 p®r vmedivm* ((^ ©nehed fr<m 710®C. Large 
erystsl oi^ in <p®Bch®d liqai(i« Etched with 
x2So) 
fig.. 75-6.3 p®r e.®at rmaAiim, (Qaeitiched from 750®C, Large 
eiy®tal ©f qoenehed liquM. Itohed turi-Qi 
HP-HiOj-SCl. X2S0.) 
Fig. ?ii Fig, 75 
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C. Atoalc Mature of the Siystem 
1. 'Introdiaotlaa 
fhe dlicmsslon of the aatmr® of the system on the atoaslc scale 
is likely to be th® *»st netoulous of all ainee the path frcsn what is 
iwaawed to what is reported, is quite devious, Howaver, informstion 
©bottt crystal strttcture is often closely related to the mcroscopic 
•ttad anerosco-pic properties of m allc^ . Hence it is profitable to 
the entire system agein.i this tiae from the viewpoint of 
«t«iie irrangeaettts. 
It Tfeuld mt be praotical in the present investigation to deter-
Am the mxm% 0(»figurmtioa of each atom in each phase since tois 
requires a large mount of tiae end a high degree of specialiaati<aa, 
loiiBTOr, STirveflag -yi® system as- a #iole gives one advantage that is 
not •alw^ s available to a ejystellographer i a bead.e relation exists 
between th® struetiire of a phase and its neighboidng phases. Some of 
tl» coordinatin® links bettneen neighboring phase structures arei sub-
stitationaJL solid solution, nwleatim and grain growth, diffusion, and 
th® appHcsMoa of Brilloain zone theory to phase structure (3U).* 
Therefore, it is tiie purpowi of this section to first describe 
wficing en X-ray investigation of the Al-Cr syatem, Bradley 
and Jta (3$) found nine inteiwidiate phases# Ihe powder patterns of 
each oi the phases were rejssrkably siaiilar in that the strong lims of 
one pattern eould be alaost superimposed ®a ®®sh of the others, Brad­
ley cosniwnted m this sltuaticsi tgr s^ ng that phase formation cannot 
be expected to entail mj greet reajTteigesient of the atoms in the 
neighboring, fteases. 
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TSliBt is kaosm abottt the indiTidual phsses and then to synthesize a 
probable trensitlon iMChmism from one phase to the next. 
3ji estioating the mmber of atoms per unit cell from the messured 
density, the followlr^  foramls ndll be usedt 
. OTA 
n -
uhere n - n«aber of stems per mnit cell 
D s density 
? - voluae of the unit cell 
k 2 Avogndro's number 
1 = mrermge atomic weight of 
the density specimen* 
Ihen an elloy containing 10 to 30 per cent iranadiuia is slowly 
cooled frosa 9CX)®C in Traeuo, it develops a troublesome porosity either 
fro® OTeporetiori of ©luaiiMa or ahriaksge apo® freezing. Although 
gweh TO alloy is often unsuitable for the deterainetion of microstanic-
ture or physic®! properties, it leads itself nicely to single crystal 
work. The surface of & vacuum-cast alloy in this percentage range is 
covered with a grey powder containing maagr sparkling points ij^ ich 
resolve under i low-^ owred aicroseope into well-formed single crystals. 
Because of the peritectdc coaplexitiea already described, it is pos­
sible to have may phases in a slowly cooled alloy. Hence, the phase 
to irtxich a single crystal corresponded could not be deduced from the 
overall coMposition of the allpy, No single crystals of J" (A1-?) 
were available. Ciystels of p((A1-?) and (^Al-V) were obtained from 
a slowly cooled casting, and a crystal of ^ 3 (Al-f) was isolated from 
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a mlerostinicture speciMn (see fig, 72) by chexnical mms, 
 ^ Th® most plentiful ty|)e of crystal to be found 
in slowly cooled castings of 10 to 30 per cent vanedium is a long, 
regular, qiiadrangtiler prism. These crystals usually occur in dendrites 
or pine-needle clusters from which they m&y be separated with tweezers, 
f^ll rotation of a typical speciiMn in Cu KoC radiation showed these 
crystals to be Jkl^ 7, fhis coj^ ound, as determined by Brauer (13, p. 
210), beloags to spec® group - fli/aam and a structural model is 
shown in Figure 76, The best lattice constants available from Table 
U are Aq « 5*3k3UX  ^- 8,32571 (face-centered tetragonal cell). 
The atoadc positions are as followsi 
k f at OOOi 11 Oj I 0 |j 0 II 
it A1 at 00 |j 11|| I 00| 0 I Oj 
8 A1 ±(| ^ J)» I ^)i =t(^  I ± (J ^  |). 
The disteace of closest approach both for Al-V and Al-Al is 
2.67lj therefore th® alumlnm end vansdiuas atoms in Figure 76 and all 
other structure models are drawn with th© saaie relative sisse. Then too, 
the problem of stracture deteradnatiai often resolves itself into the 
packing of idealized, hard-shell spheres in a polyhedrcwi on a trial 
and error basis. Hence, a knowledge of the siae of the spheres 
eliadnates aany of the possible arrsngeMnts, and 2,67! *111 be adopted 
as the best working approxiaiaticn for the diameter of the aluminum and 
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ATOMS DRAWN \ SIZE 
fig. 76 Stimetwe led©! of 
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vanadim spheres. 
fh© measured density of 3*571^  tor Al^ V gives 16.01 atoms per 
tmit cell. This iras already known from toe structure determination, 
but it gives confidence in the us® of density in determining atoms 
per unit cell. 
(b) ei (Al-*f). After smch probing in a high-alurainum casting 
which was slowly cooled In vacuo, a small octahedral crystal was iso­
lated and mounted so that on© of its long axes was parallel to the axis 
of rotation of the gonioa«ter. Oscillation and rotation pictures showed 
that this crystal was f®,ce-eenter©d cubic with a^  s lli.,?X. The fol­
lowing systematic absences were noted in the full-rotation picturej 
(h k o) except for h + k s lin. 
(h h je) wim h +Je s 2n -hi, 
Rie space group is, therefore, either t|| - Pd3 or - Fd3ia, Gere-
ful inspection of oscillation photographs showed that the axis of 
rotation had only a 2-fold syaaaetsy, ®nd on this basis, - Pd3 has 
been taken as the correct space group. However, nothir^  could be 
determined about th® chemical coi^ osition of the crystal without 
qtt«ititativ® intensity data. 
During th© course of a litpidus experinient, however, a small piece 
of vanadium was Inadvertently allowed to sit in a crucible of molten 
aluiainuai for several days and afterwards it was found that the vana-
®Iaterpolated from Figure 9* 
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diOR had completely reiscted with th® aluminum. The contents of the 
crucible were dissolved in conceatreted scadium bgrdroxide, BXA the only 
residue was a eamll homogeneous pellet (3 grms) that was neither 
sluainua nor vmaiiua. This pellet was crushed, and the X-riy pattern 
indexed as a f.ace--cent#r®d cubic cell Mth a precision lattice con­
stant of ll4.»$86S. Qieaicsl anrijais of this material ahowsd the pel­
let to contain afeout 12 per cent vsnadiOT, In other words, ttie small 
octahedral crystal was now pinned to a definite portion of the alloy 
ayatemi the oCCAl-?) phase which was described in the microscopic 
nature of the systea as being optically inactive under polarized light. 
Th© aufflber of atoms in a unit cell could now he determined from 
th® densities of allatys in th® raig® of 12 per cent vanadium. An 
important restriction is that the number of atoms per xmit cell must 
be some attltiple of four sine® the cell is face^ -centered cubic t 
It % V at ^  ? Qeaaity Average At. It. n(calc.) 
10.1 5.61 2.86? 28.31 189.0 
lk.3 S.Of 2.933 28.91 189.5 
Therefore, there ire either 188 or 192 atoms per unit cell, and there 
are only a few possible formlae for each caae. A cell with 192 atoias 
aeaas ItS atoas per molecule and 48 stoma can only be divided up into 
A1 and U V or 1+5 A1 aad 3 ¥. Everything else is outside of a 
reasonable co«positi€»it range. Again, 188 atoms per cell meana k7 
atoms per molecule} k7 etoas can only be divided up in iii). A1 and 3 ^  
«p 43 41 and h f. Thus there are only four possible formulae, and 
U 
all but one of these are not allowed by the space group, Tjj^  - Fd3. 
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Bi&t Ijj, ayaaetiy considerations will permit only the molecule con-
taitting I4U almtnttSE etoas md It vea®di«ja atoms. Hence, c< (A1-?) inust 
 ^ (siiRplQst ratio) tdth 192 atom per unit cell. 
There • ar® tiisoretically 33 different waya of arranging 176 
md rot^ h inttnsity ©stisistions iiiH perndLt only the arrangement shown 
in Figure 77* The 16 vsnaditta ttonis occur in a tetrahedron of tetra^  
h«irons| the atoaic positions being 1 
Ihsid© of each tetrahedron of vanaiiua stoma is a amsller tetrahedron 
of sltunintiffi atoaa. fhls grouping accomts for 32 aluminum atoms, since 
the smaller •tetrahedron is also repeated in the four corners of the 
unit cell not occupied by vanadium tetrahedrons. The atomic positions 
for the eight aluminum tetrahedrons arei 
The fow comers of the unit cell not occupied vanadium tetrahedrotw 
have octahedrons of aluoinua atoiaa associated with the aluminum tetrai-
hedrons. In addition, ttier® is an aluminum octahedron at the center 
of the unit cell, which is repeated at the center of each of the twelve 
®ig@s of the unit cell gi-ving a face-centered array. These two group­
ings of oct^ edrcms accomt for ii8 aluiainuB atoms whose positions arei 
aluainuffls and 16 vanMiua in T|j - Fd3« However, packing considerations 
(OOOf II Oj 0 I |i I 0 |) + 
{ o o o j  | | o j | o | i o | | )  - h  
xiSE, 5adE, SHEk, ^  - («x, xSE, iExx, iSx), 
iriiere x;:^ 0.35 (packing conslderatiaas). 
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Fig. 77 Strmctmr© Model of 
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(000, i|o, |o ,^ oii) + 
i(xOO} OxOi 005K)i ±ixOO} 0x0} 00ac)j 
where xi^ O.30 (pmcking considerations). 
addition,, there sre 96 alnminu® atoms not represented in Figure 77 
with ©tomic positions involving three unknown parameters, 
(Al-V). As mentioned above in the section on microstruc-
tures, « 23*8 per cent alloy sho-wed one phsse which was optically ac» 
tiv®. Then too, it wea possible to isolate end mount a well-forsaed 
crystal of this anisotropic CHr\^ ph0S®, The lattice constants were 
»©8aur©d on a Btierger precession camera with lo Kc>< riwiisfcionj the 
crystal was found to be hexagonal with « 7.7l8t stkI Cq -
Precession and leissenberg picttires of the reciprocal space lattice 
about Cq gave CS^ i^ rMetry at all levels, the La«e synraetry is thus 
Dgjj, The followir^  systematic extinctions were noted i 
(Wc ) none 
(hhA) with J's 2ni/ . 
therefore, the possible space groups are 4- C6/a!mc, - G6mc 
or 4. - C62c* For these space groups the number of atoms per unit 
©ell must be some asultiple of two. 
the density (3,072) of the 23#8 per cent vanadium alloy gave 55.5 
atoas per unit cell, Ttds in turn gave only one possible formul© that 
was permitted by the spec® groups i Al^ ? with 56 atoms per unit cell. 
Unlike the situation for £><(11-?), a unique packing arrangement 
could not be determined for this structiare on the besis of steric 
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hindermc® or quslitetive intensities. Qamtitstive intensity 
aes.sureaeiits end the resulting Patterson vectors should give more 
structural informstitm, 
(d) cT^ Al-V)* The adcroscopic investigation showed that an 
isotropie om-phaae region existed near 56 per cent vsnadium. The 
X-rsj powder photographs of alloys in this range indexed sa a body-
eentered cubic cell with s 9.207t» Density njeesuremnts on several 
alloys in this region gave appraoriLmetely 53 atoms per unit cell which 
aeant that the cell actually contained either 52 or 51* atoms. (Body-
centered cells contain two Mlecules). Since single crystal data 
were not available, no unique space group determinetion could be made. 
However, it was kaom that the structure must eonfora to some sort of 
a super lattice since a^  was exactly three times as long as for 
(¥), end the strong lines of c/~(Al-f) were the body-centered lines of 
(?), That is, the (110) line of (?) was the (330) line of cr(Al-V), 
A survey of the literature suggested that //(Al-V) belonged to 
the "Tf -Brass type of structure of which there are 32 knoim repre-
seatstives. The cell contains 52 atoms and belongs to the space 
group - 1^ 3®* %iaMtry considerstions will periait only three pos­
sible formulae I seem to be 
almost outside of a reasonable composition rangei but there is no 
J.ustifie®tton for .assuming that the theoretical foriaula composition 
fflUst fall id thin the ©a® phase region. Then too, Al^ V^  might be 
isoffiorphous wilts Alj^ Cu^ j and Al^ f^  is theoretically favorable since it 
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has an electron to atom rfttio of 21 to 13. 
Bit«asity ctlcttlatlOBs have "b®ea laMe for the possible formulae 
in ori»r that a lUsdLsp® fowmla t» chosen hy ccaipsrison with the 
rslati-re intensities of « poisder photogreph. The results are shown in 
Ta.^ 01# ?• The space group perid.ts two po-ssibl« arrangemaits of 
Algf^ j th« primad foiiwala corresijonds to the arratigeroent shown hy 
UsOrjl *leh h« . dl.tort«i K -Br«. .tractor. (33, p. 30). «.d 
th® mpriaed forwola eorresponds to the lorrengeMBnt of i±te ZagAg^ . 
The stiracture that is isoaorphous with SagAg^  .fives the best fit to 
th® obaenred powder inteasi^ - of a ^ 8 per cent venaditaa alloy.® For 
the sidEe of e^ a^aparisoa^  the powder intensity of 2agAg^  (36) is 
inoluded. 
the i^ lghtly Mealiaed stnietwe of cf (A1-?) is shown in Figure 
IS. Th© atonic positioa® «ret 
8 V at {000}: 2 f f) where x = 
0 U (000, II l) +x«, affi) M, Hbc, rt..r. x = 0.36, 
12 f at (0001 || |> ± (xOOj Q*0| OQjc)j #iere x = 0,36| 
tii A1 at (OOOj. ^  1 + xxz} »*«} *ax} xSij ssSEj xix| 
m$ m$ isii mi m$ ssx; 
utoeore % » 0.31} « * O.C^ S. 
®fh® ntjfflierieal intensities shown have been calculated by an 
af'PP0Xl®ati0a aeihod used by Br»41«^  and fhewlis (32, p. 68k) in 
the original strueture deteraination of IT •teass. A vmaiium atom 
has 8|jpr«iBetely 1,8 times tl«i scattering power of an aluadnuB 
«to«, A atwerieal Intensity sbustantially greater than 1,0 should 
©orr«g^ oiid to a line on the fila, however weak. 
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Table 7. Intensity Calculations for cf (Al-V). 
aigAg^  S8%V Alf^  AlgVg Al^ Vj^  Alg?^  
110 X WW 0,5 2.9 3i4.5 15.U 
200 X X 3*h 0,5 0,6 0.2 
211 vw vw h,0 18,9 7.2 3.8 
220 X X 3.3 1.0 0.2 o.U 
310 X X 1.2 0.9 U.l 2,h 
222 w WW 23,9 1.6 5.8 10,1 
321 X WW 27.8 1.3 li.6 7.5 
llOO X' X 1,0 0.0 2.7 0.6 
illl, 330 S ?s 193.0 218.0 16U.0 190.0 
U20 X X 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 
332 w w 19.3 9.8 23.5 26.2 
U22 w M 19.8 36.5 hh,7 ii3.5 
SLO, k3l vw vw 11* 3 2.2 lh,6 10.8 
521 X X 17.x 1,U 2.1 0.1 
liUo * X X.3 0,5 U.3 1.6 
530, k33 X X lh,2 0.7 1.6 U.6 
600, hh2 $ M 17.7 35.1 12.7 16.7 
611, 532 TK VW 8,1 10,u 7.0 13.3 
620 X X 0.1 0,2 0.8 0.9 
5I4I vw WW 2.2 6,0 U.l 0.1 
622 X X 7.0 0,ii 0.2 o.U 
631 1 ¥ 22,7 7.8 16.9 12,5 
Wiii M w 26.7 19.3 16.9 18.3 
710, 550i 51i3 1 1 28.9 19.3 22.2 25.5 
6U0 X X 1.9 0,6 5.5 0.2 
633, 721, 552 S S 61,5 91.6 68.1 71,2 
6142 X vw 7.7 2.9 6.I1 5.U 
730 X X 2,9 0,6 2.3 0,1 
651, 732 X vw 20,2 10.0 22.6 20.0 
800 X X 0.5 0.3 1.5 0.0 
811, 7i;l, 55U S M ii8,7 h6.6 Uo.l 38.0 
820, 6hh W vw 3.5 6.0 lt.2 3.U 
653 X WW U.8 1.6 3.3 2.U 
822, 660 M M 21,7 25.2 25.8 23.8 
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2, fhase iransltloas 
The structure of T «id jf cm be visualized as evolving from the 
solid solution phase, (Y), Ihen an alminum atom is substituted at 
rtndoffi in the body-centered vansdiu® lattice, it tends to surround 
Itself with certain preferred nearest neighbors. All substitutional 
solid solutions exhibit, to ® greater or lesser degree, this tendency, 
#iieh is soBietiMS referred to as short-»rt.i^ e ordering. If slurainum 
preferred eight neerest vensdiua neighbors, it mould slmost certainly 
undergo long rsi^ e ordering or eospound foriaatioii et 50 atomic per 
cent aluminuja.* This does not hi^ pen in this system (even in spite 
of the favorable electron to atoa ratio of 3 to 2) because aluminm 
prefers four nearest vanadium neighbors snd four neerest elvuninum 
neighbors arranged tetrahedrelly# Hence if thecT phase did not form, 
the solid solution would alaoat certainly undergo long-range ordering 
or compound forastion by the time tJiat there were three aluminums for 
every vaaaiiua. Indeed, Figure 76 shows that (Al-V) is really a 
distorted super-lettic® with aluMnua in the center of a small cube 
«Mi aluminum and vanadium sheriiig tetrahedral corners} the whole 
lattice has been stretched in the z direction because every other 
(o oJ^ ) plane contains only aluiiinuffl atoms. 
J'(A1-?) mmy tiien be looked upon as sn intermediete structure 
between (¥) and S . Actually as the stomic concentration approaches 
®fhls actually happens in the aluainum-titaniujn system (31, p. 613) 
y^ ere the >5 •brass type of super-lattice is formed with an aluminum 
in the center of a cube and titaniuffl at each of the eight corners. 
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50 per 0©at aliaiiinuia, the solid solution lattice undergoes long-range 
csrderisgi 8 lar^ e cube of 2? (?) cubes is formed which then loses 
2 of its «tons« One aluminum from the center and eeoh of the 
eight corners of the large cube is lost, and the atoms resrrar^ e 
slightly to relieve the strain caused hy the vacancies (see Pig. 78). 
It i0 significant that the small cube in the center of Figure 
?8 is exactly the structural kemal thet occurs in o( (Al-V)i a small 
tetrahedron of alttainums associated wi th a larger tetrahedron of 
vanadiuHffl (see Fig. 77). The octahedrons of aluainuiBs in Figure 77 
can be thought of as the remains of the face-centered (Al) lattice 
which has been distorted in the foraation of the giant unit cell of 
(Al-?). 
Unfortunately, sufficient structural information concerning 
 ^(Al-f) has not been obtained to determine even the positions of 
th® vsnMitia etoas and no co^ arisons cm be made with its neighbor­
ing structures. 
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71. DISCUSSIOM km SUMMAEY 
Th® binary ©llc^  i^ ystem of altiMlnuis end vmsdim® has been inves­
tigated by tJieraal, microscopic, chemieel end X-ray methods. Density 
«ad ft few of the other physid®! properties are reported. In general, 
theraal, aicroacopic and X-ray data are In good agreemmt concerning 
the nature of the allqy systeaf however, an tinoert&inty in cheaical 
cosnposition was introduced ly the difficulty in preparing homogeneous 
sssapl^ s. 
An essentially ceaplete picture of the rooia-temperature phase 
relationships has been presented. The phase boundaries and X-rey prop­
erties of the six alngl®*-ph«se regions are given tc^ ether with the 
interelstions -^ ich exist among these phases on the microscopic and 
atowic scales. The four intermediete phases appear to be peritectic 
ia nature which asy accoant for sach unusual macroscopic behavior ast 
coM-worked alloys beco«l,ng herder upon mnealing, arc-i^ lted alloys 
exploding upon cooling, wd cast alloys fro® 20 to Uo per cent vana­
dium being poorous aiKi friable. Also alloys between 15 and 70 per 
cent vaaMiua can be crusl»d to 300 mesh powder idthout signs of cold 
work. 
Mtich of the date accuaalated from this work and from reliable 
references is su*iarized "Hie phase diagram proposed in Figure 79. 
fhe liquidms up to 110G®C ia taken from Mondolfo (lii, p. U8),who 
reported soiae iaforoatim on the solubility of vanadium in liquid 
110 
ftluminura* Proa 1100°C to 1800°G, the liquidus Is sketched in t o con­
form liltii the optical pyrometer dets and the horizontals et I36O® 
end 1670®C. 
Bi© cme-phsse regions for oi (Al-V) and y?(A1-?) ©re represented 
as vertical lines for want of experimental evidence to the contrery, 
y (1.1-f) end J"(A1-V) have been giTen finite solid solubility ranges 
at low teaperatttres, but the exect extent of these solubilities is 
unknoTKi* On a ivmh of l/T®I versw log atomic per cent, the aolvxis 
for (?) {obtained from Figure 28) gave a straight line which could 
be extrapolated to 1670®C. This' extrepoletion gave 6lj..7 weight per 
cent vaaediM for th© terminal solid solubility point which is in 
good ggreefflent with the microstructure tsIu® of 6$ per cent. One of 
the phese boundaries for the rf" phese hes b®«i drewn with a full line 
to express a degree of confidence in its location. Iftis line between 
cT sad tTplws ("V) is sosiewhet restricted in its locstion l^ y the fact 
that J'CAI-V) is a super lattice of (¥).® The phase boundery between 
jJ" and 1$ plus cThas been sketched in to conform with the microscopic 
evidence. Finally, the solvus for (A.1) may be draisn according to the 
work of Roth (12, p, 3?9) or the method proposed by Pink end Freche 
®Th® lattice oonstsnts of (?) in the two-phese region will be 
ex®ctly one-third the corresponding lattice cmstants for £r(Al-V). 
lence, figtire 28 hss been extended to inel\i.de the probable locstion of 
the phase boundery between cTandrTplus (V), If AlgVi^  is the highest 
B»ltl% coE^ osition in ^ /^ (Al-V), the lattice constant versus compo­
sition plot for tTasy be anchored at 1670®C. This plot is further 
restricted tsy the known positions of the twj-phsse regions from 
the Microstructures, 
Ul 
(3?) J so se®l« tis®d ia Plgar® 79$ th® differeact betiseen these 
two mth^ B is negligible. 
A wrvey of •tti© systea m «b atomic scale provided ®n unaro-
bigiaotts foiwla for each of the iatettaediate phases. In addition, th® 
crystal sywetry found for «mh phaae was in good r^eement with 
aieroscopic ®ad mscroscopic p'operties of eaeh phase. That is, the 
• hexagoiaal and tetregonal phases shiiwed optical activity under polariaed 
li^ t Aile the cubie phase did not. Then, too, ai , y?and Y which 
wern cubic, hexagonal atid tetrigonsl respectively, fomed octahedral, 
h«cagon&l end tetragonal single crystal® respectively. Finally, a 
correlation of phase strttctare was presented which wss keynoted by 
th# preference of aluaintts fa* four nesrest van^ iua neighbors and 
imt nearest alumina® neighbora arranged tetrahedrally and also by 
th® aarked tendeaey toward supes*-lattljB'@ formation. 
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